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Abstract
This thesis considers the structure of international production and trade. Chapter 2 uses
direct information on factor input requirements to consider which elements best explain the
patterns of actual technologies. If there is factor price equalization, all countries will share
the same capital-labor ratios, regardless of endowments. I find that actual technologies are
inconsistent with this view. Estimates of country productivities which ignore the patterns
of factor substitution are incorrect. Once allowances are made for differences in capital-
labor endowments, 90% of the variation in output per worker can be explained by country-
specific and industry-specific parameters. I also find that factor-augmenting productivities
are negatively related to factor endowments. In Chapter 3, I consider the implications of
these technological differences for measures of the factor content of trade. Typically, the
factor content of trade is measured by applying one country's technology matrix to the
output of all countries. Contrary to theory, this approach finds no relationship between
factor endowments and the factor content of trade. Since countries use techniques which
are biased towards their abundant factor, the factor content of trade flows in the correct
direction when measured using actual technologies. However, the mystery of the missing
trade remains: even when factor contents are measured correctly, they are a very small
percentage of factor endowments. In Chapter 4, I use disaggregated price data from Canada
and the United States to consider the propostion that the price of goods is equalized across
countries. Using time-series cointegration methods, I find evidence in favour of the law of
one price for some, mostly homogeneous traded goods. However, most goods, both traded
and nontraded, provide little support for the law of one price. Moreover, deviations from
the law of one price can persist for many years.
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Title: Ford International Professor of Economics
Thesis Supervisor: Daron Acemoglu
Title: Associate Professor of Economics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis undertakes an empirical investigation of the structure of international production
and trade. Chapter 2 constructs factor requirement matrices for a large number of countries
and industries. These matrices are used to detail the elements which account for differences
in output per worker across countries and industries. Chapter 3 applies these technology
matrices to a consideration of the apparent mysteries concerning the factor content of trade.
Chapter 4 uses detailed price data to examine the proposition that trade equalizes the prices
of goods across countries.
There are large differences in factor input requirements across countries and industries.
Output per worker or unit of capital can differ for a number of reasons. Chapter 2 uses direct
information on factor input requirements for 36 countries and 28 manufacturing industries
to consider which elements best explain the patterns of actual technologies. In particular,
I consider the importance of country-specific, factor-specific, and industry-specific elements
in explaining differences in output per worker across countries.
A key concern of this chapter is the extent to which differences in output per worker
across countries are affected by differences in aggregate capital-labor endowments. If
economies are closed, countries with large capital-labor endowments will have high wage-
rental ratios, and so will substitute towards using higher capital-labor ratios in all sectors.
In this case, a country with high output per worker may have workers who are more pro-
ductive, or may simply be substituting towards using a higher capital-labor ratio.
Alternatively, economies which are open to trade may experience factor price equaliza-
tion so that the choice of capital-labor ratios does not depends on capital-labor endow-
ments. In this case, all countries will face the same wage-rental ratio and hence use the
same capital-labor ratio in their sectors; differences in output per factor across countries
arise from differences in productivities, not differences in the mix of factors employed.
I find that actual technologies are inconsistent with the view that countries are open
and face the same factor prices. There is a strong postive relationship between a country's
capital-labor endowment and the capital-labor ratio it uses in its sectors. As a result, esti-
mates of country productivities which ignore this pattern of factor substitution are incorrect.
I find that, once allowances are made for aggregate capital-labor differences, technologies
are well described with country-specific and industry-specific parameters. Together, these
elements explain nearly 90% of the variation in output per worker across countries and
industries. I extend the analysis to consider more general factor-augmenting productivity
differences. Once again, factor endowments are important when describing technologies.
There is a negative relationship between the ratio of capital and labor productivities and
capital-labor endowments.
The finding that countries do not exhibit factor price equalization has implications for
measures of the factor content of trade. Chapter 3 uses the constructed technology matrices
to measure actual factor trade. The standard Heckscher-Ohlin model of trade predicts
that countries export goods which embody their abundant factors. For example, capital-
abundant countries should export capital-intensive goods and import labor-intensive goods.
However, previous investigations have found very little factor trade, and no relationship
between factor trade and factor endowments. These findings present a challenge for trade
economists.
In this chapter, I argue that these poor results are the consequence of the usual approach
of using a single technology matrix (typically that of the United States) to calculate the
factor content of trade for all countries. This approach is valid if the assumptions of the
Heckscher-Ohlin model, in particular factor price equalization, are correct. In that case, all
countries would use the same capital-labor ratio in their sectors, and the US technology
matrix can be applied to the production of any country. However, since countries do
not exhibit factor price equalization, they use techniques which are biased towards their
abundant factor. As a result, using the US technology matrix to calculate the factor content
of trade systematically undermeasures the true level of factor trade.
Instead, when I use the actual technology matrices to calculate factor trade, I find a
strong relationship between factor endowments and factor trade. Measured factor flows
agree with predictions in almost 90% of the cases, as opposed to fewer than 50% based on
using the US technology. Moreover, I find three to four times as much factor trade when
using actual technologies. Measured using actual technologies, capital-abundant countries
export capital-intensive goods. However, actual factor contents are much smaller than the
amount predicted by the usual, unmodified Heckscher-Ohlin model. The mystery of the
missing trade is a robust feature of international trade patterns: even when factor contents
are measured correctly, they are a very small percentage of factor endowments.
All these results hold even after adjusting for differences between open and closed
economies, and differences in average educational attainment across countries. In short,
accounting for technological differences between countries can account for the qualitative
puzzles concerning the direction of factor trade, but does not solve the quantitative puzzles
concerning the volume of factor trade.
Chapter 4 considers the evidence in favour of purchasing power parity (PPP). PPP is
based on the law of one price which holds that the price of a good should be the same
in any two countries, once the exchange rate is taken into consideration. If there were no
transactions costs, arbitrage should ensure that this situation ensues. Tests of PPP typically
consider the relationship between overall price levels (based on the Consumer Price Index)
and exchange rates. At this level of aggregation, there is little evidence in favour of PPP.
In this chapter, I consider directly the justification for PPP, the law of one price. In
particular, I use disaggregated price data to consider whether the evidence in favour of the
law of one price differs depending on whether or not items are traded or nontraded. Since
the potential arbitrage pressures which should cause PPP to hold for traded goods do not
apply to nontraded goods, the prices of these goods need not be equalized across countries. I
use disaggregated price data for over 100 items in Canada and the United States to consider
whether individual goods obey the law of one price.
Applying time series and cointegration methods to this wide range of items, I find little
evidence in favour of PPP for most individual goods. PPP does hold for some pairs of ho-
mogeneous traded goods, and not for nontraded goods, although there are some exceptions.
A panel approach provides weak evidence in favour of PPP. In all cases, an error-correction
framework reveals that deviations from PPP can be long-lived. Estimates of the half-life of
deviations from the stable long-run relationship range from nearly three years to over ten.
Chapter 2
Characterizing International
Technology Differences
2.1 Introduction
There are large differences in factor input requirements across countries and industries.
Output per worker or unit of capital in an industry can differ across countries for a number
of reasons. This chapter focuses on three related issues. First, it seeks to understand how
much of the variation in productivities at the sectoral level is due to differences in factor
productivities at the country level, as opposed to sector-specific productivities. Second,
this chapter examines whether simple parameterizations of technologies which retain a form
of factor price equalization are warranted. Third, this chapter considers the relationship
between factor-augmenting productivities and factor endowments.
This chapter uses disaggregated information on output per factor in a number of manu-
facturing sectors to consider which elements best explain the patterns of actual technologies.
In particular, I consider the importance of country-specific, factor-specific, and industry-
specific elements in explaining differences in output per factor across countries.
For this exercise, it is important to consider whether economies are open or closed to
trade. With country-specific productivities, if countries are open to trade and there is factor
price equalization (FPE), sectors should use the same capital-labor ratios regardless of where
production is located. If there is no factor price equalization, countries will use techniques
which are biased towards their abundant factor in all sectors. In this case, we must be
careful to account for differences in aggregate capital-labor endowments when estimating
productivities. For example, without FPE, a capital-abundant country may have higher
output per worker simply because it uses a higher capital-labor ratio in every sector, and
not because it is particularly productive.
I construct value-added per worker and per dollar of capital for 28 manufacturing sectors
in 1990. The sample comprises 36 countries, including 16 non-OECD countries. These
matrices exhibit large cross-country and cross-industry variation. There is a strong positive
relationship between the capital-labor mix of any industry and factor endowments: capital-
abundant countries use a higher capital-labor ratio in all their sectors. Estimates of cross-
country differences in output per worker must account for these systematic differences in
capital-labor ratios.
Once allowances are made for differences in country factor endowments, cross-country
differences in output per worker are well described with just country-specific and industry-
specific parameters. For the sample of countries and industries consid2red here, these ele-
ments explain nearly 90% of the variation in output per worker. Very little of the variation
seems to be due to countries having productivity advantages in particular industries.
I extend the analysis to consider more general factor-augmenting productivity differ-
ences. As in the country-specific case, specifications differ in their assumptions on the extent
of factor price equalization. I find that factor endowments are important when estimating
factor productivities. There is a negative relationship between the ratio of capital and
labor productivities, and the capital-labor endowment. Nonetheless, there is more disper-
sion in "effective" (US-equivalent) capital-labor ratios than there is in the raw capital-labor
measures.
These results are interesting on their own, but they also provide further evidence that
the Heckscher-Ohlin trade model describes the world poorly. The standard Hecksher-Ohlin
model of trade assumes that countries face the same factor prices and use the same technolo-
gies to produce their output. In the strictest formulation of the model, countries are assumed
to produce the same amount of output per unit factor input. Since this strict assumption
is unreasonable, the Hecksher-Ohlin model has been modified to allow for differences in
country-specific factor productivities. That is, the intuition of the Hecksher-Ohlin model
is argued to apply once allowances are made for differences in the average productivity of
factors in a country. However, since factor endowments still matter, the observed patterns
of technological differences are not consistent with this framework.
This chapter proceeds in six more sections. Section 2.2 discusses previous estimates of
cross-country productivity differences. Section 2.3 describes the construction of the tech-
nology matrices used in this chapter and provides simple descriptions of actual technologies.
Section 2.4 directly considers whether technologies provide evidence of factor price equal-
ization. Section 2.5 analyzes these matrices and estimates country-specific technological
differences. Section 2.6 extends the analysis to consider more general factor-augmenting
productivity differences. Section 2.7 concludes.
2.2 Background
Explaining the huge observed differences in output per worker across countries has been
an important issue in macroeconomics and development economics. Since the development
of the Solow growth model, economists have distinguished between the role of raw factor
accumulation and the role of factor productivities in contributing to these differences. This
approach is typically implemented by assuming that economies have an aggregate produc-
tion function, so that differences in output per worker must be due either to differences in
capital-labor ratios, differences in factor qualities, or differences in total factor productivi-
ties.
Most previous studies have focused on technological differences at the aggregate level,
and use information on aggegate output, labor, and capital to estimate technologies. When
factors are treated as homogeneous in all countries, the main determinant of differences in
per capita income is total factor productivity (as opposed to differences in the quantities of
inputs)1.
'See Jorgenson (1995) and Dollar and Wolff (1993) for good overviews of productivity differences across
countries over time.
The assumption of identical factor qualities in all countries is unrealistic. More recent
work has attempted to account for differences in factor qualities across countries, partic-
ularly differences in human capital. For example, Hall and Jones (1998) use information
on educational attainment to construct a measure of human capital for a large number of
countries. They find that differences in their constructed measure of human capital help
explain variation in per capita incomes. Nonetheless, much still remains to be explained
by the residual (i.e., total factor productivity) which they ascribe to differences in social
infrastructure.
Since previous studies have focused on aggregate measures of output and factor in-
puts, they cannot consider the role of industry productivity in accounting for differences
in output per worker across countries. That is, they cannot determine whether output per
worker is high because a country's factors are more productive in all sectors, or because the
country concentrates production in those sectors in which it has highest productivity. This
chapter uses information on sectoral outputs and factor inputs to consider such issues. I
construct comparable factor requirement matrices for a large number of countries as a basis
for estimating technological differences across countries.
Also, this chapter considers directly the importance of assumptions about the integration
of economies, particularly the extent of factor price equalization, by assessing the role of
factor endowments in determining output per worker. If countries are open to trade and
there is factor price equalization, then national capital-labor endowments should have no
impact on output per worker. Faced with the same factor prices, countries will use the same
capital-labor ratios in their sectors, independent of factor endowments. However, if there is
no factor price equalization, sectoral capital-labor ratios (and hence output per worker) will
differ across countries according to differences in aggregate capital-labor endowments. Using
actual technologies to estimate productivities will provide information on the importance
of factor price equalization.
Although they are interesting in their own right, patterns of technological differences
have implications for understanding international trade. The Heckscher-Ohlin trade model
provides an elegant and parsimonious explanation of global trade, and predicts that coun-
tries export goods which embody more of the services of their abundant factors than the
goods they import. The Heckscher-Ohlin theory assumes that all countries produce goods
using the same factor inputs; countries only differ in their factor endowments.
Since this strict model is inconsistent with observed differences in factor requirements, it
has been modified to allow for simple productivity differences. For example, Trefler (1993)
derives a modified version of the Heckscher-Ohlin model (including a form of FPE) which
holds once technologies are modified to allow for factor-augmenting differences. Essentially,
once factor input requirements are adjusted with a single parameter, all the results of
the Heckscher-Ohlin trade model should still hold. Trefler does not use evidence on actual
technologies to see if they are consistent with the parameters he calculated on the basis of the
trade data. Instead, he argues that the fitted technological parameters are reasonable (e.g.,
all fitted productivities are positive, and consistent with differences in per capita incomes).
This result suggests that there should be very little dispersion in effective capital-labor
ratios across countries (i.e., once factors are converted into their US equivalents).
As Gabaix (1997) has pointed out, Trefler's approach of estimating technologies by
using the Heckscher-Ohlin equations may be misleading. Since actual factor trade appears
to be near zero, we would calculate similar technological parameters from fitting the exact
opposite of the Heckscher-Ohlin equations. Instead, tests of proposed modifications of the
Heckscher-Ohlin framework should rely on direct information on technologies. Repetto
and Ventura (1998) examine Trefler's assumption concerning the structure of technology
differences and find that it is insufficient to explain cross-country differences in wage-rental
ratios. In this chapter, I use direct information on actual technologies to consider whether
simple parameterizations of technological differences, which maintain a form of factor price
equalization, are warranted.
Finally, the use of direct information on technologies allows for a consideration of the
relationship between factor productivities and factor endowments. A recent paper by Ace-
moglu and Zilibotti (1998) argues that new technologies are developed based on the factor
endowments of developed countries. This chapter can shed light on such issues by describing
how the relative productivities of capital and labor are related to factor endowments.
2.3 Technology Data
2.3.1 Data description
Data on the productive structure of the economies comes from the United Nations Indus-
trial Development Organization (UNIDO) database. This dataset includes information on
output, value-added, wages, employment, and investment for 28 3-digit International Stan-
dard Industrial Classification (ISIC) manufacturing sectors2. I use this data to construct
value-added per worker and per dollar of capital. See Appendix 2.8.1 for a fuller description
of the data.
The countries in my sample are disperse both geographically and in per capita income.
In total, I construct technology matrices for 36 countries, ranging from India to the United
States. This sample involves a wider range of countries than many previous studies which
focus on international industry factor requirement differences3 .
2.3.2 Data Summary
Suppose we collect data on output per factor input in a number of industries and countries
and want to characterize this information. For each country, construct a (F x J) technology
matrix Ac, with typical element [afi ] representing the amount of factor f required to produce
one dollar of value-added in sector i in country c. Each column of Ac relates the amount
of each factor used to produce one dollar of the final output of that sector4 . Discussions
about technological differences refer to patterns in Ac.
Direct inspection of the technology matrices reveals that countries do not have identical
technologies. Table 2.1 reports the average factor input requirements and capital-labor
ratios for selected industries for the countries in my sample. There are wide differences
2These are broad sectors such as Chemicals or Textiles.
3For example, Hakura (1997) uses eight factors, but only five rather similar countries, and Davis and
Weinstein (1998) also restrict themselves capital and labor, for 10 OECD countries. The sample of countries
in this chapter has a standard deviation of per capita income and capital-labor endowments of 5260 and
370, respectively, compared with 740 and 190 for the countries in Hakura (1997), and 1330 and 230 for the
countries in Davis and Weinstein (1998).
4 AC is a total (direct-plus-indirect) inputs matrix, showing the end result of inputs of primary factors
such as capital and labor. We could extend the analysis to include an intermediate inputs matrix showing
the deliveries of intermediates to and from each industry. Since the empirical results of this chapter focus
on value-added, not output, this extension is unnecessary.
across countries, especially between OECD countries and the other countries. In general,
OECD countries use higher capital-labor ratios in all industries. Since output per worker
and per unit of capital are both higher for OECD countries, differences in output per worker
are not explained solely by the higher capital-labor ratio. Also, note that the standard errors
are quite large, so that even within the OECD, there are significant differences in factor
input requirements.
Table 2.1: Description of 1990 Technology Data
Y Y K
L K T
industry OECD other OECD other OECD other
Chemical 99848 33365 73.7 44.1 1427 901
(10927) (8198) (6.42) (8.78) (156) (172)
Clothing 25565 5606 331 113 94.2 61.9
(1700) (978) (46.8) (16.4) (9.77) (11.7)
Machinery 53728 12110 205 68.7 268 212
(6185) (2763) (14.2) (15.3) (18.8) (34.4)
Metal 66393 23423 93.0 57.5 870.2 701
(6166) (4077) (8.33) (14.2) (143) (227)
Petroleum 305860 216522 105 72.1 3574 2745
(60444) (58726) (26.6) (17.8) (612) (676)
Plastic 46760 10844 135 48.8 364 247
(2539) (1850) (10.7) (6.03) (20.3) (43.3)
Y is value-added per worker; Y is value-added per
ratio. Standard errors in parentheses.
dollar of capital; L is the capital-labor
We can compare the variation in these measures across industries with the variation
across countries. This approach gives suggestive evidence as to whether there is more
variation between industries in any one country, or between countries in any one sector.
Table 2.2 reports the standard deviation of value-added per worker, per unit of capital, and
the capital-labor ratio for a number of countries and industries5 . Variation within a country
shows how sectors differ within a country, and variation within a sector shows how sectors
differ across countries. Output per worker and per unit of capital exhibit more variation
across countries than within countries. There is more variation in capital-labor ratios within
countries than across countries.
5All measures are weighted by sector size.
Table 2.2: Variation across countries and industries
country T T industry K
France .679 .457 .770 Chemical .951 .735 .611
Greece .380 .528 .779 Clothing .975 .841 .622
Hungary .651 .462 .809 Machinery 1.04 .883 .512
India .707 .508 1.00 Metal .833 .748 .685
Japan .570 .709 1.20 Petroleum 1.03 .841 .813
USA .651 .505 .918 Plastic .961 .731 .512
All .686 .597 .870 All 1.02 .842 .685
Note: All variables in logs. Weighted by sector size.
Even though output per factor varies across countries and industries, the technology
matrices are not random. When industries are ranked according to their capital-labor in-
tensities, this ranking is very similar across countries (and almost identical statistically).
There is no evidence of factor-intensity reversals: clothing is labor-intensive and petro-
chemicals capital-intensive everywhere, although the actual labor and capital requirements
differ. This pattern is consistent with a world where countries do not exhibit factor price
equalization.
2.4 Factor Price Equalization
We have detailed that capital-labor ratios differ across countries and industries. These
differences are important for a proper accounting of how output per factor varies across
countries. Estimates of productivities depend on the assumption of whether or not countries
are open to trade and exhibit factor price equalization. According to the Heckscher-Ohlin
model, countries which are open to trade in goods will face the same factor prices 6. If
there is FPE, every country will use the same capital-labor mix in its sectors, and we
can ignore capital-labor substitution at the individual country-sector level when estimating
productivities.
It is important to determine whether there is a pattern to capital-labor differences
6 This is true as long as factor endowments are not too dissimilar. See Helpman and Krugman (1986) for
a fuller desciption of the Heckscher-Ohlin model.
across countries and sectors. In the Heckscher-Ohlin model with FPE, countries with a
higher capital-labor endowment should concentrate production in capital-intensive sectors,
but should not produce using more capital-intensive methods. However, as Helpman (1998)
makes clear, in the absence of FPE, domestic wage-rental ratios will depend on domestic
factor endowments. Capital-abundant countries will face a higher wage-rental rate, and so
will substitute towards using more capital in all their sectors. In this case, we would expect
countries to use more of their abundant factor in all sectors.
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Figure 2-1: Sectoral capital-labor ratios vs. aggregate capital-labor endowment
We can use the constructed technology matrices to examine directly whether the FPE
framework is consistent with actual productive patterns. Figure 2-1 plots sectoral capital-
labor ratios against aggregate capital-labor endowments for a number of industries. If the
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FPE approach is correct, this exercise should result in a horizontal line: all countries should
use the same capital-labor ratio regardless of factor endowments. Instead, there is clearly
a strong positive relationship between aggregate capital-labor endowments and sectoral
capital-labor mixes.
We can perform a direct test of the assumption of factor price equalization. Consider a
regression of sectoral capital-labor ratios against aggregate capital-labor endowments:
KC K clog( ic) = 80/ + 1 log(-) + eF (2.1)
If the Heckscher-Ohlin framework with FPE is correct, there should be no relationship
between aggregate and sectoral capital-labor ratios (i.e., Pul = 0). However, if there is no
FPE, we would expect a positive and significant relationship between the relative abundance
of capital in the economy as a whole, and the capital intensity of any particular industry
(i.e., •1 > 0).
Table 2.3: Industry capital-labor ratio and capital-labor endowment
industry Total OECD other
Textile .508 .197 .705
(.095) (.275) (.158)
Furniture .915 -.057 1.02
(.142) (.412) (.217)
Chemical .424 .217 .256
(.135) (.319) (.273)
Plastic .520 .028 .636
(.091) (.175) (.182)
Metal .598 .720 .700
(.194) (.401) (.421)
Machinery .507 .335 .726
(.111) (.215) (.243)
All, stacked .598 .381 .712
(.028) (.073) (.051)
Note: All variables in logs. Dependent variable is industry
capital-labor ratio. Reported statistic is coefficient on coun-
try capital-labor ratio. "All" includes industry fixed-effects.
Standard errors in parentheses.
Table 2.3 reports the results from regressing the capital-labor ratio of an industry against
the aggregate capital-labor ratio of that country (in logs). Within any industry, but across
countries, countries with a higher capital-labor endowment use a higher capital-labor ratio.
Sectoral capital-labor ratios are consistent with a world without FPE 7. These results are
important for estimating technological differences across countries.
2.5 Estimating country-specific technologies
It is apparent that there are large and significant differences in factor input requirements
across countries. We now consider which elements explain these differences. This exercise
requires that more structure be placed on sectoral output. The most parsimonous way to
describe technological differences is with a single parameter which affects all factor require-
ments equally. This approach represents the idea that all the factors in a country may be
more productive or of higher quality than in another country. That is, the higher output per
worker and per unit of capital in OECD countries may be explained by the higher quality
of those factors.
Suppose that sectoral output takes a Cobb-Douglas form:
YiC = OcrF(K,)ai(Lf) 1-ai (2.2)
where Oc is a country-specific productivity parameter, and Fi are industry-specific parameters8 .
In this case, output per worker in logs is:
log =-Oc +, i+ ai log(- ) (2.3)
Li
There are two main variants of this equation which are useful for estimating country
productivities. These specifications differ in their treatment of the last term of equation
2.3, corresponding to different assumptions about whether economies are open or closed to
trade, and whether they exhibit FPE. If there is FPE, then countries use the same capital-
7Note also that there is weaker evidence of this relationship when the sample is restricted to OECD
countries. This may signify that FPE is a more reasonable assumption within the OECD, or that these
countries have more similar capital-labor ratios and technologies.
8Since we cannot estimate country and country-sector effects separately, these industry effects are esti-
mated for all countries, and not separately for each country.
labor ratio as the United States, and the last term becomes industry-specific. However, if
there is no FPE, then countries with a higher capital-labor endowment will use a higher
capital-labor ratio in their sectors than the US value, and the last term will vary by country
as well.
2.5.1 Perfect FPE
Country-specific productivity differences affect both capital and labor equally, and represent
the idea that a productive country can achieve more output for the same amount of inputs
of all of its factors. Such differences can be thought of as parameters which shift a country's
isoquants in an uubiased manner away from the origin. In addition, if countries face the
same factor prices, they will choose the same point on their isoquants, and share the same
capital-labor ratios for any industry.
That is, suppose country c's factor requirement matrix differs from the US matrix only
through a true Hicks-neutral scalar term which affects all factors and industries equally, i.e.,
AC = ecAus. In this case, the last term of equation 2.3 should be the same in all sectors.
That is, all countries use the same capital-labor mix in sector i as the United States:
K = K (2.4)
Lf LVs
Since this term varies only by industry, it collapses to be part of the industry-specific
constant. Under the assumption of factor price equalization, output per worker in logs is
simply:
log = + Yi (2.5)
This specification is implemented by regressing log value-added per worker on country
and industry dummies 9. Denote the estimate of the country-specific parameter 6. In this
and all subsequent specifications, estimates of country-specific parameters are expressed as
ratios of the US value (i.e., OUS = 1).
9All specifications are weighted by sectoral value-added.
2.5.2 Imperfect FPE
The pure Hicks-neutral specification is inconsistent with the observed variation in sectoral
capital-labor ratios across countries. We can consider country-specific productivities when
there is no FPE so that sectoral capital-labor ratios differ across countries. To stay close to
the Hicks-neutral framework, we suppose that there is no sectoral bias to this adjustment,
but that it is common to all sectors. That is, each country faces factor prices which are
related to its endowments, and deviates from using the United States factor mix in the same
way in all sectors.
As demonstrated above, in this case, countries will tend to use more of their abundant
factor in all their sectors. As in the previous specification, productivity differences are
associated with unbiased shifts of the isoquants, but countries pick different points on them
because they face different factor prices. Now, sectoral capital-labor ratios are related
according to
KC KCcK S=( (2.6)
where 6(KC) is a country-specific scalar. Without perfect FPE, 6 will be greater than
one for countries that are more capital-abundant than the US, and less than one for more
labor-abundant countries. Assume that 6 is a linear function of the aggregate capital-labor
endowment. This formulation represents the idea that once we adjust for country-wide
capital-labor substitution due to differences in factor prices, technologies can be explained
with Hicks-neutral parameters. In this case, estimate equation 2.3 as:
log LC = Oc + yi + ai log( L) (2.7)
where aggregate capital-labor ratios are included as regressors. Denote this estimate of the
country-specific parameter 0c. Davis and Weinstein (1998) argue that a similar modified
Hicks-neutral specification allows a modified version of the Heckscher-Ohlin model (without
exact FPE) to fit well10.
I01n their paper, they include the country capital-labor endowments as an additional regressor in their
estimates of factor input requirements. The resulting measures of factor contents seem to fit the trade data
better.
Note that the measure of capital-labor endowments used in these specifications is the
capital-labor endowment of the entire economy, and not just the manufacturing sector. In
the absence of FPE, domestic factor prices are determined by domestic factor supplies, so
the aggregate capital-labor endowment of the entire economy is the relevant measure. See
Apendix 2.8.2 for a description of how these figures are calculated11 .
2.5.3 Results
Two issues are important when considering which specification is preferred. First, we must
determine whether the specifications yield reasonable estimates of country productivities.
This can be tested by comparing estimated productivities with information on per capita
incomes. Second, we must consider how well the specifications fit the data. This is assessed
by considering measures of goodness of fit such as R2 and log likelihood functions. We
must also directly consider the importance of accounting for capital-labor endowments.
Among other measures, an examination of the relationship between estimated productivities
and capital-labor endowments will reveal whether the results of the FPE specification are
consistent with the underlying assumptions.
Table 2.4 reports the estimates of the country-specific productivity parameter for these
specifications. Results are similar for all countries; these particular countries are selected
because they occupy different points in the per-capita income distribution. All specifications
are run in logs; for easier interpretation, results show the estimates of Oc = exp(6c), with
standard errors calculated using the delta method. Note that the total sample size is 923.
For the simplest case with FPE, there are over 60 parameters to estimate (country and
industry effects). For the specification without FPE, there are an additional 28 parameters
to estimate.
All specifications yield believable estimates for country productivities. In all cases, the
estimated productivity parameters are highly correlated with the countries' per capita GDP.
Figure 2-2 plots the estimated (log) country-productivities against (log) per capita GDP,
as provided by the Penn World Tables, for both specifications. In both cases, there is a
"These specifications were also estimated using the manufacturing capital-labor ratio, with qualitatively
similar results.
Table 2.4: Estimates of country productivity parameters
specification: OC
FPE no FPE
France .790 .862
(.098) (.103)
Germany 1.04 1.13
(.113) (.117)
Greece .352 .513
(.039) (.052)
Hungary .089 .188
(.010) (.019)
India .043 .117
(.005) (.012)
Japan 1.07 1.01
(.113) (.106)
Korea .498 .797
(.054) (.078)
New Zealand .699 .936
(.115) (.147)
United States 1.00 1.00
Nobs 923 923
R 2  .871 .881
Log-likelihood -503 -467
Note: All regressions weighted by sector size. All specifications
in logs; table reports ec = exp(O6). Standard errors calculated
by delta method.
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Figure 2-2: Country productivity vs. per capita GDP
strong and highly significant positive relationship. For the FPE-specification, the correlation
with per capita GDP is .89. Once we account for capital-labor endowments in the non-
FPE specification, this correlation falls to .73. This is not surprising since the non-FPE
specification assigns some of the effect of capital-labor differences, which are unnacounted
for, to country productivities.
Although both specifications yield reasonable estimates of country productivities, we
must consider which specification fits the data best. On this basis, it is clear that capital-
labor endowments are important. The only difference between the two specifications is the
inclusion of the capital-labor endowments (interacted with industry dummies). All but two
of these regressors are individually significant at the 1% level of significance. A test of their
joint significance yields a F-statistic of 184, which is highly significant. According to the log
likelihood function, the specification with sectoral capital-labor ratios (•c) performs best.
A likelihood ratio test strongly rejects that capital-labor endowments are unimportant when
estimating productivities 12
Countries with higher capital-labor endowments use a higher capital-labor ratio in each
sector, and hence have higher output per worker. Ignoring this feature leads to incorrect
estimates of productivities. For example, without accounting for capital-labor differences,
12 The LR statistic is -2(log Le - log L,), and is distributed as chi-squared with degrees of freedom equal
to the number of restrictions. In this case the LR statistic is 72.6, distributed X2 (28), which easily rejects
the null that capital-labor endowments are unimportant at the 5% level of significance.
India's productivity is estimated to be 4.3% of the US value. However, since India uses a
much lower capital-labor ratio than the United States, this understates Indian productivity.
Once we account for the lower capital-labor endowment, Indian manufacturing productivity
rises to 12% of the US value.
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Figure 2-3: Country productivity vs. capital-labor endowment
This intution can be seen by comparing graphs of estimated country productivities
against capital-labor endowments. Figure 2-3 plots the country productivity against the
(log) capital-labor endowment for the FPE and non-FPE specifications. There is a strong
and significant positive relationship between the two. However, the relationship between es-
timated country productivities and capital-labor endowments is less pronounced (although
still significant) for the non-FPE specification. The correlation between country produc-
tivies and capital-labor endowments is .81 for the FPE-specification, and .47 for the non-
FPE specification. These results are consistent with a world which does not exhibit FPE.
It is clear that technologies can not be described with simple Hicks-neutral parameters
under the assumption of FPE. Instead, there is strong evidence that countries substitute
towards using more of their abundant factor in all sectors. This pattern is inconsistent with
the suggestion that the Heckscher-Ohlin model with FPE is justified once country-wide
technology differences are accounted for.
-3.2 -I .· S. -
2.5.4 Variance Decomposition
The preceding sections provide technological specifications which involve differences in
country-specific productivities, capital-labor ratios, and sector-specific effects. It is use-
ful to have a framework which gives an objective sense of the relative contributions of each
element to differences in output per worker. A convenient method is to decompose the vari-
ation in output per factor into its components. In this way, we can see which components
have explanatory power, and how much variation remains unexplained.
Consider the simplest specification, with just country and sector effects. We can de-
compose the variance of (log) output per worker into the portion accounted for by country-
specific productivities, 0c; by industry differences, -y; and by the remaining unexplained
country-sector productivities, cf. In this case, value-added per worker in a sector is:
Yc
log ~ = + Ty + c4 (2.8)
To decompose the variation in value-added per worker into its components, we apply the
technique of Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare (1997). Take the variance of both sides, divide
through by the variance in value-added per worker, and arbitrarily split covariance terms
equally between the two components. As a result, variation in output per worker is assigned
to its components according to:
Var[o ] Var[Oc] + Cov[Oc, 7i] Var[,y] + Cov[Oc, 7y] W Var[f]L= 1 = + + (2.9)
Var[log ] Var[log ] Var[log Y] Var[log ."]
A similar approach is used for decomposing the variance in output per worker for the
other specifications, with all covariances split equally between the relevant components.
Table 2.5 shows the results of this exercise.
For the FPE-specification, the estimated country-specific parameter explains a signifi-
cant amount (71%) of the cross-country and cross-industry differences in output per worker.
Industry differences account for a further 15% of the variation. The unexplained variation
(country-industry productivities, e~) is quite small, under 15%.
The non-FPE-specification yields similar results. In this case, country productivites
Table 2.5: Variance decomposition of output per worker
component
6c .707 .429
Yi .153 .313
&i logI .139
F .140 .119
sum 1.00 1.00
Note: All variables in logs. •C is the es-
timated country-specific parameter. ji
is the estimated industry productivity.
explain 43%, and industry effects explain 31% of the variation of output per worker. In
addition, differences in capital-labor endowments explain 14% of the variation in output
per worker 13 . Once again, unexplained variation is quite small.
Much of the cross-country differences in factor requirements can be attributed to dif-
ferences in the quality of factors between countries. Differences in the capital-labor mix
also contribute to variation in output per factor. Together, these elements explain most of
the observed differences in output per factor, with very little scope for country and sector-
specific productivities. These results mirror the usual cross-country results at the aggregate
level which assign the source of most variation to differences in country productivities, as
opposed to factor supplies. Capital-labor differences are important for calculating consis-
tent estimates of country productivities, but do not in themselves account for a great deal
of cross-country differences in output per worker.
2.6 Factor-augmenting differences
The previous section considered technological differences which affected the productivity of
all factors in a country equally. In this section, the analysis is extended to consider produc-
tivity differences which affect each factor separately. Instead of assuming that all factors in
a country differ from US factors by the same amount, we allow for a separate adjustment for
'
3 Capital-labor endowments contribute very little to variation in output per worker because the covariance
between the industry effect and the capital-labor effect (interacted with industries) is negative.
each factor. That is, country c's technology matrix is related to the US matrix according to
Ac = IICAUS where IIc is a (F x F) diagonal matrix of factor productivities. Trefler (1993)
argues that such an adjustment is consistent with a modified form of HOV stated in terms
of effective (US-equivalent) factors. If this approach is correct, then we should observe that
countries share the same technologies in terms of effective factors.
This specification can be implemented by modifying the approach of Repetto and Ven-
tura (1998) which exploits information on the share of labor in value-added. To implement
this concept, suppose that output in sector i in country c is given by the following production
function:
Yic=. ec i(fie Ki c) K(IIELF) -af (2.10)
where I•K and nIl are the country-specific productivities of capital and labor. Dividing
through by Lf and taking logs yields the following expression for output per worker'4 :
YeP f Kclog L = C + logfll +.y + af log II- + a log (2.11)
Since the UNIDO database provides direct information on labor's share, 1 - af, we can
use this equation to obtain an estimate of i-. As in the case of country-wide productivities,
we can estimate equation 2.11 under different assumptions about the extent of factor price
equalization. These specifications differ in their treatment of sectoral capital-labor ratios.
Rewrite equation 2.11 with sectoral capital-labor ratios on the left-hand side:
YC Kc Iclog - af log = Oc + logH II + if + log (2.12)
LM Li LII
Specifications will differ in their definition of " according to the assumption of the
extent of factor price equalization. In every case, the appropriate left hand side variable
will be regressed against country dummies (to estimate country effects, 0c + II), indus-
14 Note that this expression can be considered the Cobb-Douglas approximation to a more general CESY.c
production function. Suppose the expression for log output per worker takes the CES form log -c =
0c + -yi + Ilog(aq(IIcfl )P + (1 - af)(II,)P). A Taylor series expansion around the point p = 0 yields
this same expression, alihough the interpretation of the ao is different. Ideally, we would estimate the
CES production function directly using nonlinear least squares. However, with 900 observations and 100
parameters, the estimates are very imprecise.
try dummies (to estimate industry effects, yi), and labor's share interacted with country
IHc
dummies (to estimate the ratio of factor productivities, =). The US value is set to 1 as a
normalization.
Note that an equivalent expression can be derived for output per worker. That is, given
the production function in equation 2.10, log output per worker is:
Y C KP Ilc
log - (ac - 1)log =Oc + log II + + alog L(2.13)
This equation can also be modified according to the assumptions made about the extent
of factor price equalization. Estimates of country productivities and the ratio of capital
to labor productivities from variants of this expression provide a consistency check on the
results based on output per worker.
2.6.1 Modified FPE
Unlike the case of country-wide technological differences, factor-augmenting technological
differences do not correspond to unbiased shifts of otherwise identical isoquants. As a
result, the simple logic of the implications of factor-price equalization needs to be modified.
However, as Trefler (1993) demonstrates, the logic of FPE should now hold once factors
are converted to effective (US-equivalent) factors. That is, if there is (modified) FPE,
countries will use the same effective capital-labor ratio in their sectors. In any country, the
capital-labor ratio in sector i is related to the US value according to15
nlcK K? K U s= KYS (2.14)HIC LC LUs
nus
where j = 1 by assumption. To estimate productivities under this assumption, apply
this expression for a country's sectoral capital-labor ratio into equation 2.11. This results
15 Note that this expression is also true for Hicks-neutral technological differences. However, since this
parameter affects both factors identically (i.e., IIH c= c = c), the result in that case is for all countries
to share the same capital-labor ratio.
in the following specification:
YC KMslog( ) - af log( ) = OC + log Ii + i (2.15)L " ti = + LVl g L 
- 2.15)
In this case, we cannot estimate -H since it disappears from the specification. With
modified FPE, a country with a higher ratio of capital to labor productivities that the United
States uses a lower raw capital-labor ratio that exactly compensates for the productivity
difference. Although we cannot calculate the ratio of factor productivities directly, we can
examine the performance of this specification to the case without FPE. For example, we can
consider the estimates of the country productivities (0C + log IIc) and measures of goodness
of fit of this specification.
2.6.2 Imperfect modified FPE
As in the case with country-wide productivity differences, if there is not perfect factor price
equalization, then we should expect that countries with large capital-labor endowments
will use larger capital-labor ratios in all their sectors. Now, capital-labor ratios are related
according to
IKK Z ) K (2.16)IIC " IIcLe LC USLi L %  I
where 6 will be greater than one for countries with a larger effective capital-labor endowment
than the United States. This approach is the factor-augmenting analogue to the case with
only country-wide productivity differences. To implement this approach, we replace the last
term of equation 2.12 with the above expression for the capital-labor ratio, with 6 taken to
be a linear function of K. This results in the following specification:
KUS KC IIClog( ) -alog( ) - alog( ) = og II T a log( K (2.17)
Z4LLC 2
In this case, the coefficient on labor's share will be the estimate of the ratio of capital
and labor productivities. The coefficient on the country dummy represents country-specific
productivities, which are now a mixture of country effects (0c) and labor productivities
(log II).
2.6.3 Results
Note that the results for the factor-augmenting specification depend on the reliability of
measures of labor's share. Under the Cobb-Douglas version of the CES production function,
the measure used here is valid. However, the constructed share data are almost certainly
imprecise proxies of the relevant variables 16. Observations with extreme calculated share
values were dropped from the estimation.
Table 2.6: Estimates of country effects, based on Lq
country
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
India
Japan
Korea
New Zealand
United States
Nobs
Log likelihood
FPE
ecn
3.45
(.352)
1.39
(.120)
.604
(.053)
.121
(.011)
.055
(.005)
.964
(.079)
.306
(.026)
2.10
(.295)
1.00
825
-227
noOCIJC
1.87
(.867)
1.46
(.588)
.590
(.256)
.108
(.039)
.074
(.028)
.808
(.305)
.355
(.156)
.492
(.230)
1.00
FPE
.692
(.647)
.730
(.401)
1.20
(.723)
2.77
(1.12)
2.31
(.998)
1.35
(.568)
2.33
(1.19)
11.06
(8.67)
1.00
825
139
Note: All regressions weighted by sector size. Standard
errors calculated using delta method. Based on specifi-
cation with output per worker.
Table 2.6 reports the estimates of country productivities and the ratio of capital to
labor productivities for both specifications. For the FPE specification, only country pro-
1 6 There is a great deal of variation in shares across industries within countries, and within countries across
industries. In part, this may be due to differences in how national agencies define wages, and how they collect
data.
norIc
ductivities are reported. Note that in these cases, the country productivity is a mixture of
overall country effects and the productivity of labor. For both specifications, these country
effects are highly correlated with per capita incomes (the correlation is .64 for the FPE
specification, and .81 for the non-FPE specification).
The log-likelihood function strongly prefers the non-FPE specification 17 . This result is
similar to the case with just country productivities. Even with factor augmenting produc-
tivities, there seems little justification for assuming any form of FPE.
Table 2.7 repeats the analysis for the specification based on output per unit of capital.
Once again, the non-FPE specification is preferred by the log likelihood function. Although
the estimates based on output per capital are less precise than those based on output per
worker, the two sets of results are correlated.
The estimates of the ratio of factor productivities are not random. As figure 2-4 shows,
there is a negative relationship between the ratio of factor-productivities and capital-labor
endowments from both specifications s8 . Not surprisingly, countries with high capital-labor
endowments use a higher capital-labor ratio in all sectors, and have relatively more produc-
tive labor relative to capital.
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Figure 2-4: Ratio of capital-labor productivities vs. aggregate capital-labor endowment
In spite of this negative relationship between factor endowments and the ratio of factor
17The R2 from the FPE specification is .671, compared with .976 for the non-FPE specification.
s1The negative slope is highly significant in the specification based on output per worker, but is not
significant for the specification based on output per capital.
Table 2.7: Estimates of country effects, based on
FPE no FPE
country 0 c, 'I L Lc
France .119 1.17 .218
(.025) (1.04) (.389)
Germany .691 1.60 .516
(.123) (1.23)' (.542)
Greece .300 .819 .631
(.055) (.678) (.726)
Hungary .124 .553 .325
(.023) (.376) (.251)
India .101 .740 .155
(.018) (.528) (.128)
Japan 1.35 6.04 .079
(.230) (4.35) (.063)
Korea .612 .973 .352
(.109) (.817) (.343)
New Zealand .168 1.66 .156
(.049) (1.27) (.234)
United States 1.00 1.00 1.00
Nobs 825 825
Log likelihood -830 -394
Note: All regressions weighted by sector size. Standard
errors calculated using delta method. Based on specifi-
cation with output per unit of capital.
productivities, there is more dispersion in effective capital-labor ratios than in the raw
figures. Table 2.8 calculates the standard deviation of effective capital-labor ratios ( fj)
L i
for a number of industries. There is greater dispersion in these figures than in the unadjusted
figures. This is also true at the aggregate level: the standard deviation of (log) capital-labor
endowments is .727, compared with .936 for effective capital-labor ratios. This finding
contradicts theories which suggest that countries share similar factor requirements once
their factors are converted into US-equivalent units.
Table 2.8: Standard deviation of capital-labor ratios across countries and industries
rK K rK Kcountry 
_r industry C
France .770 .770 Chemical .904 .807 .626
Germany .659 .659 Clothing .829 .956 .621
Greece .779 .779 Iron .905 .757 .679
Hungary .809 .809 Machinery .843 .725 .505
India 1.00 1.00 Metal .861 1.05 .685
Japan 1.20 1.20 Petroleum .857 1.01 .812
Korea .947 .947 Plastic .819 .851 .515
New Zealand 1.32 1.32 Rubber .851 1.02 .613
USA .918 .918 Textile .873 .907 .549
All .870 .870 All .847 .964 .719
Note: All variables in logs. Weighted by sector size. Based on specification
with output per worker.
2.7 Conclusion
Output per factor input varies widely across countries and sectors. Using direct evidence
on sectoral inputs and outputs, I construct the actual factor-input requirements for a large
number of countries. I find that there is as much variation in output per factor across
countries as across industries. Countries do not share similar technologies.
The analysis of technologies reveals two main results. First, sectoral capital-labor ratios
differ across countries in a manner that depends on factor endowments. Within any sector,
there is a strong and significant positive relationship between the capital-labor ratio and
the aggregate capital-labor endowment. This pattern is inconsistent with a world where
countries face factor price equalization, but is exactly the pattern we expect if there is no
FPE. Given this pattern, estimates of national productivities will be incorrect if they do
not adjust for these systematic differences in capital-labor ratios across countries.
Estimates of productivity differences reinforce the importance of national capital-labor
differences. Aggregate capital-labor ratios are significant in any specification of cross-
country productivity differences. The preferred specification of technological patterns in-
cludes both differences in capital-labor ratios and differences in factor productivities. Sec-
toral differences, including country-specific sectoral productivities, are relatively unimpor-
tant in explaining cross-country differences in output per worker. Almost all of the dif-
ferences in output per worker are due to overall country productivities and differences in
capital-labor endowments.
Specifications which allow for factor-augmenting technologies also dispute the validity of
any form of factor price equalization. Estimates of factor-augmenting productivities reveal
a negative realtionship between a country's capital-labor endowment, and the ratio of its
capital and labor productivities. Capital-abundant countries use more capital in all their
sectors, and have relatively higher labor productivity (relative to capital productivity) than
labor-abundant countries.
2.8 Appendix
2.8.1 Technology Data
Data on output, value added, employment, wages, and investment for 28 manufacturing
sectors, at the 3-digit International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) level come
from the UNIDO database. Data from 1975 to 1990 for 36 countries are used, to calculate
capital and labor stocks in 1990. All series are reported in US dollars (except for employ-
ment, which refers to the number of people employed). These are translated into 1990
dollars using a GDP deflator. The investment series are converted using the investment
price series provided in the Penn World Tables (and then into 1990 dollars using the GDP
deflator). Sectoral capital stocks are calculated from data on investment using a double-
declining balance depreciation method, assuming a 15-year lifespan for machines. The rate
of depreciation is assumed to be the same in all countries and all sectors at all times. Since
some country-sector-year investment observations are missing, where reasonable I use a
fitted value (calculated using a cubic time trend applied to investment) for missing years.
Data were imputed only for sector-countries with fewer than 5 years (out of 15) missing
data; country-sectors with more missing data were dropped.
In the analysis here, I focus on sectoral value-added, not output. In each sector, the
value added (in 1990 dollars) is divided by the employment of that sector, or the capital
stock in dollars of that sector, to determine value-added per factor input.
2.8.2 Endowment Data
Aggregate endowment data come from outside data sources. The labor endowment is total
employment as reported by the International Labor Organization for 1990. If data is not
available for 1990, I use the value for the nearest available year, and adjust for the change
in population between the two years. This adjustment relies on the reasonable assumption
that the labor force participation rate does not change significantly between the two years.
Another adjustment must be made to ensure that the aggregate labor force reported by
the ILO is consistent with the manufacturing labor force from UNIDO. Since the ILO also
reports labor employment for the same definition of manufacturing sectors as the UNIDO,
I adjust by the discrepancy in this number in the two datasets. That is, the aggregate labor
endowment is calculated as L = LILO L . For those few countries which do not have
M,ILO
ILO manufacturing data, the average adjustment is used.
Measures of the aggregate capital stock are based on the reported capital per worker
from the Penn World Tables. To ensure these data are consistent with the capital stocks of
the manufacturing sector, they are adjusted using data from the OECD which reports both
aggregate and manufacturing capital stocks. Unfortunately, this data is available for only
ten OECD countries, but the average adjustment is applied to all countries in the sample.
Chapter 3
International Technology
Differences and the Factor Content
of Trade
3.1 Introduction
There are huge differences in factor input requirements across countries and industries. An
American worker in the chemical industry produces 23 times the output of an Indian worker
in the same sector. At the same time, an American textile worker produces 11 times as
much as an Indian textile worker. These patterns present challenges for models of growth
and development. They are also interesting for trade. My main focus in this chapter is how
these technological differences affect measures of the factor content of trade. I construct
comparable input-requirement technology matrices for many countries and industries, and
use them to calculate factor trade.
The key consideration of this chapter is the impact of actual patterns of technological
differences on the measured factor content of trade. Previous investigations have found
very little factor trade, and no relationship between factor trade and factor endowments.
Most of these studies use a common technology matrix to impute the factor content of each
country's trade. This approach is valid when the assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlin mode!
apply. However, many of the assumptions of the model, such as factor-price equalization
(FPE), are strongly rejected in the data. I construct actual technology matrices and use
them to calculate factor contents. This allows me to determine the true volume of factor
trade in the world, and how these flows are related to factor endowments. These flows
represent the actual factor flows which trade models should seek to explain.
I construct value-added per worker and per dollar of capital for 28 manufacturing sectors
in 1990. My sample includes 36 countries, including 14 non-OECD countries, representing
nearly 90% of , w ld trade. These matrices exhibit large cross-country and cross-industry
variation. These differences are related to factor endowments: capital-abundant countries
use a higher capital-labor ratio in all their sectors.
These technological patterns suggest that the usual approach to calculating the factor
content of trade by assuming that countries share the same technologies is likely to per-
form poorly. Studies of factor trade based on the assumption of common technologies (e.g.,
Bowen et al. (1987)) find no relation between factor endowments and factor trade. Previ-
ous researchers have pointed to technological differences as a likely culprit for these poor
results. When we calculate the factor content of trade using actual technologies, we find
the following:
1. Factors flow in the expected direction: capital-abundant countries export capital and
import labor. Measured factor flows agree with predictions in almost 90% of the cases.
This contrasts sharply with previous studies using US technologies, which matched
fewer than 50% of the predicted flows.
2. The factor content of net exports is larger than typically calculated. Using actual
technologies increases the measured factor content of exports by a factor of three or
four compared with using US technologies.
3. Actual factor contents are just 8% of the value predicted by the usual, unmodified
Heckscher-Ohlin model. The mystery of the missing trade is a robust feature of
international trade patterns.
Moreover, all of these results hold even after adjustments are made for open and closed
economies, and differences in average education levels across countries. In short, accounting
for technological differences solves the qualitative problems concerning the direction of factor
trade, but does not solve the quantitative problems concerning the volume of factor trade.
These results suggest that we should develop trade models where factor flows are related
to factor endowments, although to a much lesser extent than generally predicted.
This chapter proceeds in five more sections. Section 3.2 discusses previous results on
technological differences and the factor content of trade. Section 3.3 describes the con-
struction of the technology matrices used in this chapter. Section 3.4 discusses the role
of technology in analyzing the factor content of trade. Section 3.5 shows the results from
using actual technologies to calculate factor trade, and considers issues of openness and
differences in the quality of labor. Section 3.6 concludes.
3.2 Background
Technological differences are crucial to an understanding of world trade. The factor abun-
dance or Heckscher-Ohlin theory of trade predicts that countries will export goods which
embody their abundant factors. In this model, countries use the same techniques in pro-
duction, but concentrate their production on the sectors which use their abundant factor
intensively. They then trade in order to consume the world average factor endowment. Such
trade involves net exports of their abundant factor, and imports of their scarce factor.
Perhaps the first analysis of this proposition was by Leontief (1953) who calculated the
capital and labor embodied in $1 million worth of exports and $1 million worth of imports
for the United States in 1947, using US input-output coefficients. Surprisingly, US exports
embodied relatively more labor (and relatively less capital) than US imports. This result
is known as the Leontief paradox since it suggests that the US is a capital-scarce country.
Although Leontief did not perform a direct test of the factor abundance theory, his result
does not inspire confidence that the theory will have predictive power.
Later studies reinforced these poor results. Bowen et al. (1987) extended the analysis
to many countries and many factors. In their study, one could do as well using a coin toss
to predict whether a country would import or export a particular factor, as if one based
predictions on factor endowments. Similarly, ranking countries in order of their abundance
of any factor resulted in a list that was essentially independent from a list of countries in
order of their net trade in that same factor. They interpreted their results as evidence that
the assumption of common technologies was inappropriate, although they were unable to
improve the fit with a simple modification.
Trefler (1993) proposed that these poor results could be reversed by adjusting for dif-
ferences in factor qualities. That is, factor trade predictions should be restated in terms of
effective (i.e., US-equivalent) factors. He calculated the implied factor productivities that
would make the factor-trade predictions hold exactly, and found that they were consistent
with other evidence. For example, there was a strong relationship between his constructed
productivity measures and factor prices. Note that this approach does not use direct evi-
dence on country technologies.
In a later paper, Trefler (1995) discovered that actual factor trade, measured assuming
all countries use US input-requirements, is essentially zero. This fact, the so-called "missing
trade", is a key issue for empirical trade. Trefler argues that differences in technologies and
productivities can help account for the missing trade. He uses model selection criteria to
estimate a trade model that incorporates both country-specific and factor-specific techno-
logical differences. Once again, technological differences are modeled in order to fit the trade
model; the estimated technological parameters are not compared with direct information
on actual technologies.
Note that, taken together, Trefler's two papers can explain the observed patterns of
factor trade: countries trade on the basis of effective factor endowments, but there is little
actual factor trade because effective endowments are quite similar. As Repetto and Ventura
(1998) point out, it is important to examine whether these hypothesized patterns of tech-
nological differences are correct. They test this assumption by focusing on cross-country
differences in factor prices. If the Trefler approach is correct, wage-rental differences can
be accounted for entirely with differences in the relative productivity of capital and labor.
However, they find that these productivity differences explain only half of the variation
in wage-rental rates; the rest is due to differences in productivity-adjusted factor prices.
While this test does not consider technologies directly, it provides suggestive evidence that
technologies differ, even in terms of quality-adjusted factors.
These results suggest that a better understanding of actual technologies is needed for
a fuller understanding of factor trade. Many of these previous studies use assumptions
on technological differences which seem to lead to a better fit of modified versions of the
standard trade model. That is, they modify the Heckscher-Ohlin framework in a way
that justifies measuring factor contents using a common technology matrix. However, they
do not use information on actual technologies to see if these proposed modifications are
warranted. In this chapter, I take a different approach. Instead of assuming that the
conditions of the Heckscher-Ohlin model hold, I start with direct information on the factor-
input requirements that actually apply in different countries. I examine the implications
of actual technological differences for measures of factor trade. In particular, I construct a
measure of factor trade which is based on the actual techniques used in each country. This
measure gives a more accurate impression of the factor content of trade in a world where
the assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlin model may not hold.
3.3 Technology Data
Data on the productive structure of the economies comes from the UNIDO database. This
includes data on output, value-added, wages, employment, and investment for 28 3-digit
International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) manufacturing sectors. These sectors
represent nearly 90% of the trade of the countries included here. I use this data to construct
value-added per worker and per dollar of capital. See Appendix 2.8.1 for a fuller description
of the data.
Many previous tests of factor contents have used richer sets of factors, including land, and
finer classifications of labor and capital. Unfortunately, this level of detail is unavailable at
the sectoral level for the countries included here. While this is a shortcoming of the current
approach (I would particularly like information on skilled and unskilled labor), the simple
2-factor approach has many advantages. Most importantly, by restricting the analysis to
broad measures of employment and capital, I am able to use comparable data for a large
sample of countries. For the year I focus on here, 1990, I have 36 countries in my sample,
including 14 non-OECD countries 1. The ability to use actual technological data from non-
OECD countries is an important contribution of this study: descriptions of technologies
and predictions for the factor content of trade are of greater interest when countries are
dissimilar. It is therefore important to include as wide a range of countries as possible.
The countries in my sample are disperse both geographically and in per capita income.
Recent studies that also focus on technological differences and factor trade use data for a
much narrower range of countries. For example, Hakura (1997) uses eight factors, but only
five rather similar countries2 . Davis and Weinstein (1998) also restrict themselves to capital
and labor, for 10 OECD countries3 . The countries in my sample have much more disperse
endowments than the samples of these studies. For example, my sample has a standard
deviation of per capita income and capital-labor endowments of 5260 and 370, respectively,
compared with 740 and 190 for the countries in Hakura (1997), and 1330 and 230 for the
countries in Davis and Weinstein (1998).
Another benefit of focusing on the simple 2-factor model is the ease with which it can
be interpreted. It is not immediately clear which countries are relatively abundant in, say,
clerical labor, but we have stronger priors about the endowments of capital and labor across
countries 4. Crucially, all the trade mysteries found in the multifactor studies can be found in
my data; nothing substantial is lost by employing this simple version of the Heckscher-Ohlin
model.
3.3.1 Capital-labor differences
As demonstrated in chapter 2, sectoral capital-labor ratios differ across countries. These
differences are important for a proper accounting of how output per factor varies across
countries. Capital-labor differences also have a direct impact on measures of the factor
content of trade. Adjusting for the techniques actually used in a country will affect the
amount and proportion of factors embodied in its exports, although it is unclear in which
1See Table 3.10 in Appendix 3.7 for a list of the countries included in this study.
2Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands.
3Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, UK, US.
4Davis et al. (1997) refer to the finer capital and labor classifications as "bad" factors, because they may
not be independent of output, and the disaggregation may be arbitrary.
direction. Using country-specific technology matrices will increase factor contents in favor
of the abundant factor if countries use techniques which are biased towards their abundant
factor in all sectors.
Such a pattern of production does not arise in the Heckscher-Ohlin framework with
factor-price equalization. In that model, countries with a higher capital-labor endowment
should concentrate production in capital-intensive sectors, but should not produce using
more capital-intensive methods. However, if the assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlin model
are not satisfied, then we should expect sectoral factor ratios to be related to the relative
abundance of factors. For example, as Helpman (1998) makes clear, if there is no factor-
price equalization, domestic wage-rental ratios will depend on domestic factor endowments.
Capital-abundant countries will face a higher wage-rental rate, and so will substitute towards
using more capital in all their sectors.
This non-FPE framework is more consistent with actual productive patterns. Within
any industry, but across countries, countries with a higher capital-labor endowment use a
higher capital-labor ratio. If the Heckscher-Ohlin framework with FPE is correct, there
should be no relationship between the two variables. However, as chapter 2 deomstrated,
there is a positive and significant relationship between the relative abundance of capital in
the economy as a whole, and the capital intensity of any particular industry. Given this
pattern, it is likely that, properly measured, the factor content of trade will be higher than
generally calculated. Adjusting for actual technologies should increase the factor content of
trade.
3.4 Implications for Factor Trade
3.4.1 Usual Methodology
Most analyses of the factor content of trade have been motivated by the implications of
the Heckscher-Ohlin model. In its simplest two-factor, two-good, two-country version, it
concludes that a country will export the good which uses its relatively abundant factor
most intensively. Extending the insight of the 2 x 2 x 2 case to more goods, factors, and
countries yields the same insight in terms of the factor content of trade: a country will
export those factors which are relatively abundant domestically, and import those factors
which are relatively scarce. This result is known as the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek (HOV)
theorem.
Most previous tests of HOV do not consider directly the quantitative predictions that
arise from the model, but instead focus on the qualitative predictions for the direction of
factor trade. In particular, tests compare whether the predicted net factor content of a
country's trade, based on its factor endowment, is consistent with the actual factor content
of observed trade flows. Given the poor results of these tests, the quantitative predictions
of the theory are not considered (if the direction of factor trade is wrong, why worry about
the volume?) However, the qualitative predictions of the Heckscher-Ohlin model are not
unique to that framework. For example, the Ricardian model of trade also predicts that
countries should export their abundant factors5 , and models of directed technical change
may also have this implication. As a result, it is important to distinguish between empirical
results about the direction of factor trade, and measures of the quantity of factor trade.
To convert trade in goods into the underlying factors they represent, goods must be
decomposed into the factors that are used in their production. This is accomplished with
the technology matrices (Ac) described above. In previous studies, it is assumed that
countries share the same technology matrix, typically the one constructed for the United
States. Let Tc represent net exports, i.e., Tc = X c - MC where X c and Mc are the (J x 1)
vectors of goods exports and imports of country c. Under the assumption that all countries
share the US technology, the factor content of trade is calculated to be:
F c - AUST c = AUSXC - AUSMC (3.1)
Positive elements of the (F x 1) vector of net factor exports (Ff) show the amount
of an exported factor, and negative elements show the amount of an imported factor. To
construct F c , there is no need to consider imports and exports of goods separately; the
common factor-input matrix can be applied directly to net exports.
5This is true except for the unlikely event that all countries have comparative advantage in sectors which
use their scarce factors intensively.
To test the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, the constructed "actual" factor content of trade
must be compared with the "predicted" factor content of trade based on factor endowments.
The predicted factor content of trade is the difference between the country's endowment
and the factor content of its consumption. Under the assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlin
model, countries have identical homothetic preferences, and so consume the same proportion
of goods, and hence factors. That is, all countries trade to consume the world average
capital-labor ratio. See Appendix 3.7.1 for the derivation of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek
equation. The predicted factor content of trade is thus:
PC = V c - SCVW (3.2)
where PC is the (F x 1) vector of predicted factor trade, Vc and VW are vectors of country
and world factor endowments, and sc is country c's share of world expenditure. This
equation is the formal statement of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek prediction. It holds factor-
by-factor, i.e., Pf = Vj - scVfW. This equation embodies the key insight of the factor
abundance theory of trade: a country has net exports of a factor only if the country has
a relatively larger endowment of that factor than the world as a whole. To test if the
Heckscher-Ohlin theory works, the behaviour of these two series, FC and PC, is compared.
3.4.2 Country-specific technology
The most important question under consideration is whether the factor content of trade is
related to factor endowments. Within the framework of the Heckscher-Ohlin model with
FPE, we can answer this question by using a common technology foundation. Since this
approach has performed poorly, it is worth considering the amount of factor trade when
we are outside this framework. To do this, we use actual technologies to calculate factor
contents. This approach is valid precisely because we start by acknowledging that the usual
Heckscher-Ohlin model with FPE does not provide a good approximation of actual patterns
of factor trade.
When countries have different technologies, applying a single country's factor require-
ments to products produced in the rest of the world will lead to mismeasurements in the
actual factor content of trade. Instead, we must use the appropriate technology matrix at
all points, and the factor content of imports and exports must be calculated separately. In
particular, for country c the factor content of net exports becomes:
Fc - ACXC - Ac''Mc' (3.3)
where Xc are the total exports of country c to the rest of the world, Mc' are the imports by
country c from country c', and a hat refers to a variable measured using actual technologies.
The true actual factor content of trade is measured using the technology matrix that applies
to each exporting country.
I compare this measure of the actual factor content of trade with the measure based
on US technology. The only differences between the two measures are the matrices which
are used to convert the same volumes of goods trade into its underlying factors. First, I
construct the factor content under the usual assumption all that countries use US input-
requiremeniiits (FC). Then I construct the true measure of actual factor trade, using the
input-requirements that apply in each country (.PC). I compare how much factor trade each
of these series reveals.
These series of actual factor trade must be compared with the appropriate predicted
value. Homothetic preferences imply that all countries consume the same proportion of
goods. When goods are produced in the same manner in all countries, all countries must
have the same factor proportions in their consumption. Once we use different Ac matrices,
this logic no longer applies. The actual factor content (Ff) of trade can be adjusted to
account for this; we must also consider what modifications need to be made to predicted
factor trade (Pc).
We can keep the same predicted factor content if we assume that each country produces
specialized goods6. Unfortunately, this assumption is both untrue (taken literally, if there
were no transport costs, it would require each country to export most of its output) and,
in some sense, contrary to the spirit of Heckscher-Ohlin. Nonetheless, I take the extreme
position of keeping the definition of Pf unchanged. Most other modifications of HOV would
6 This is Davis and Weinstein's (1998) near-FPE and international specialization case.
both increase measured factor trade, and lower predicted factor trade. By keeping the same
null, it is clear that improvements in the performance of the usual tests arise entirely from
the improved and correct measures of actual factor trade. Factor contents calculated using
actual technologies represent the true factor content in the non-HOV, non-FPE world; if
the HOV predictions are at odds with these factor contents, we should conclude that HOV
needs to be modified.
3.5 Factor Trade Results
3.5.1 Trade and Endowment Data
Trade data is provided by the UN, in the form of an extract from their Commodity Trade
Statistics Publication. All data are converted to 1990 US dollars. Trade values are recorded
using the Standard Industrial Trade Classification system (revision 2). These classifications
do not coincide exactly with the manufacturing sectors used above. To integrate these
values with the technological data, I apply a concordance table constructed by Maskus
(1989) which maps the 2-digit SITC codes into the 3-digit ISIC codes. The mapping is
not complete: some SITC categories cannot be fully allocated to ISIC classifications. The
volumes of trade calculated for the ISIC categories account on average for 82% of total
exports and 85% of total imports reported using the SITC classification.
In the results presented below, I adjust for the unconverted trade by assuming that
it is produced using the average capital-labor ratio of converted exports. That is, the
factor content of each country's trade is multiplied by 1 where p is the percentage of
goods trade which has been mapped into the manufacturing sectors. Since most trade is
actually converted, alternative specifications as to the factor content of the unconverted
component do not have a large impact on the results'. See Appendix 3.7.2 for a more
complete description of the trade data.
Aggregate labor force data are taken from the International Labor Organization (ILO).
Aggregate capital stocks are computed from the Penn World Tables (PWT) values for
7Results have also been calculated under the extreme assumption that the remaining goods were produced
using no factor inputs. This approach lowers the amount of measured factor trade, but does not affect the
qualitative results.
capital per worker. Aggregate endowments are adjusted to ensure they are consistent with
the manufacturing endowmentss . As Appendix 2.8.2 describes, the measure of aggregate
labor is more believable than the measure of aggregate capital. I also consider a measure of
the endowment of the traded sector only. Since this measure is based on the manufacturing
data, it is not susceptible to the problematic aggregate capital stock measure. Finally, when
determining a country's share of world expenditure and endowments, we must account for
trade imbalances. Adjusted country shares are constructed using World Bank data on trade
balances.
3.5.2 Description of series
We construct two measures of actual factor trade, as well as a measure of predicted factor
trade. To allow for easy comparison across countries, all series are expressed as a percentage
of factor endowments. That is, we compare the behaviour of Ff/Vf, F/clV, and Pf/V.
Table 3.1 provides a description of these series for some of the countries in the sample.
Using the correct technologies leads to an increase in the amount of factors embodied in
exports and imports. The adjustment is often quite large, and statistically significant. It
also seems that for labor, using actual technologies makes a larger difference for countries
with a lower capital-labor endowment. For example, US technology understates the amount
of labor in India's exports by a factor of almost 20, while for France, the US technology
captures 70% of the true value. This result reflects the fact that US technology is closer
to French technology than it is to Indian technology. Across all countries, using actual
technologies increases the factor content of exports by a factor of 4.40 for labor, and 2.76
for capital.
For the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, the key variable to consider is net exports. Table 3.1
obscures these results, since global factor trade should be zero by construction in both cases.
Table 3.2 shows the measured factor content of net exports compared with predicted values
for these same countries. In most cases, using actual technologies moves the factor content
8When possible, the ILO and PWT overall values were adjusted so that their reported values for the man-
ufacturing sector alone matched those from the UNIDO database. See Appendix 2.8.2 for a full description
of the adjustment.
Table 3.1: Amount of factors embodied in trade
exports imports
country US tech actual ratio US tech actual ratio
Labor
France .051 .067 1.32 .060 .099 1.65
Greece .032 .075 2.33 .058 .094 1.63
Hungary .011 .133 11.6 .010 .015 1.50
India .002 .042 19.3 .002 .002 1.37
Japan .032 .028 .853 .027 .051 1.90
New Zealand .027 .062 2.27 .032 .048 1.47
USA .024 .024 1.00 .036 .063 1.73
Capital
France .021 .028 1.32 .025 .025 .993
Greece .011 .026 2.30 .037 .047 1.25
Hungary .012 .065 5.43 .013 .015 1.14
India .002 .018 7.49 .004 .005 1.13
Japan .012 .010 .846 .009 .012 1.34
New Zealand .017 .037 2.11 .020 .008 .376
USA .009 .009 1.00 .012 .015 1.23
Note: All series reported as percentage of aggregate factor endowment.
of net exports towards its predicted value. However, in every case actual factor trade is still
much smaller than is predicted by the simple HOV formulation. The pattern of net exports
is qualitatively correct, but the amount is lower than HOV predicts.
The qualitative improvement from using actual technologies can be seen by graphing
the factor content of net exports against the capital-labor endowment. There should be a
positive relationship between these series for capital, and a negative relationship for labor.
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 plot the calculated content of labor in net exports, FJL/V, and Fc/VL,
against aggregate capital-labor endowment ratios. The horizontal line represents zero factor
trade. Points above this line represent net exports of labor, points below are net imports
of labor. When the US technology is assumed, there is no relationship between the labor
content of net exports and the relative labor abundance of countries (in fact, the fitted
regression line has the wrong slope). However, once the correct technologies are used, there
is a clear negative relationship between the relative abundance of labor and the amount of
labor embodied in net exports. The correlation between the percentage of labor endowment
Table 3.2: Amount of factors embodied in net exports
Labor Capital
country PFP Ff P F
France -.379 -.007 -.032 -.047 -.003 .003
Greece .012 -.027 -.019 -.218 -.024 -.020
Hungary .793 .001 .118 .549 -.001 .050
India .760 .000 .040 .229 -.001 .013
Japan -.501 .011 -.024 .035 .005 -.002
New Zealand .157 -.009 .014 .079 -.005 .029
USA -.368 -.011 -.039 .050 -.003 -.006
Note: All series reported as percentage of aggregate factor endowment.
embodied in net exports and the capital-labor endowment is .108 using US technology, and
-.601 using actual technologies 9.
Note that in this analysis, and in the ones that follow, both definitions of factor en-
dowments give qualitatively similar results. However, the percentage of factors embodied
in trade is always much smaller when using the total factor endowment as the basis of
comparison. This is not surprising - manufacturing represents 90% of traded goods, but
on average 25% of the labor force. Even if all the labor in the manufacturing sector were
exported, and none imported, this amount would often be less than predicted based on
total endowments. Using actual technologies leads to a larger factor content of trade, but
it is still insignificant compared to the total endowment of the economy.
3.5.3 Patterns of factor trade
It is clear that factor contents calculated using country-specific technologies are quite dif-
ferent from those constructed using US technologies for every country. We want to know
whether factor contents calculated in these two manners are related to factor endowments.
Results based on the US technology provide information about whether factor trade is re-
lated to factor endowments within the Heckscher-Ohlin framework with factor-price equal-
ization. Results based on actual technologies answer this same question once we no longer
9 The results for capital are not as clear. This may be due to the poorer quality of the capital stock data.
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Figure 3-1: Labor content of net exports vs. K/L endowment - US technology
assume that FPE applies.
I consider qualitative and quantitative tests of factor content separately. The tests in this
section concern the direction of trade flows, while the next section considers the magnitude
of these flows. Tests of the direction of factor flows using the traditional measure of actual
factor trade tend to do quite poorly. These poor results are reversed once actual technologies
are considered l0.
Sign tests Even if the magnitude of factor trade is different from what is predicted,
predictions about the direction of trade should be correct: a capital-abundant country
should be exporting capital and importing labor. In terms of the model, we would expect
that both our predicted factor contents (Pf) and the actual factor contents (Ff, Frf) have
the same sign. The test statistic is the percentage of observations for which the signs of
these series agree. This test treats all observations equally, with the same weight on any
flow, regardless of size. We can also perform a weighted sign test, with more weight given
to observations which involve a larger net factor flow. For this test, each observation is
1oThe results are similar when the traded sector endowment is used.
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Figure 3-2: Labor content of net exports vs. K/L endowment - actual technology
weighted by -j = F/f/V (or /Vi
Table 3.3 reports the percentage of countries for which the direction of actual and pre-
dicted net exports are the same, for both the weighted and unweighted sign tests. According
to the unweighted sign test, when the US input requirements are used to calculate factor
contents, the predicted direction of factor trade matches the actual about as well as a coin
toss. Using the true measure of factor trade results in a much higher percentage of sign
matches. The results are even stronger for the weighted sign test. In this case, the US-
technology approach is still no better than a coin toss, while the correctly measured data
fit the predictions remarkably well.
Correlation between actual and predicted factor trade The intuition of the sign tests can
be seen by comparing the correlation between actual and predicted factor trade. Table 3.3
shows that, on this measure, actual technologies perform better than the assumption of
a common technology. The next section reports regression results which show this same
result.
Rank tests Since HOV holds for all factors and countries, it is possible to compare
4
I
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Table 3.3: Sign tests with different measures of factor content
US tech actual tech
test L K both L K both
unweighted .500 .444 .472 .889 .694 .792
weighted .389 .604 .489 .940 .776 .889
p(Ff, Pf) -.038 .251 .073 .733 .497 .671
rank -. 032 -.064 - .451 .346 -
across factors within a country, and also across countries within factors1". Since I have just
2 factors, I focus on the cross-country implications: the ranking of countries in order of net
exports of a factor should mirror the rankings of countries by their relative endowment of
that factor. That is,
Ff F_' VC V/cFfc CsV > V > (3.4)Scyw s8cVW sCVW sc'VW
To test this prediction, the Kendall rank correlation between the two lists is computed.
The Kendall rank correlations using US technologies are near zero, and we cannot reject
that lists of countries in order of factor abundance and net exports of the same factor are
independent. Once the true factor trade is calculated, the rank correlations rise considerably,
and we can reject that the two orderings are independent.
For all the usual tests, correctly measured factor contents perform in a manner more
consistent with factor endowments. Within the strict Heckscher-Ohlin framework, there is
no relationship between factor endowments and factor trade. However, once we abandon
the Heckscher-Ohlin assumptions and measure the actual factor flows, we find that they
are indeed related to factor endowments. Since the predicted factor trade is the same in
both cases, all improvements in the tests arise solely from using a better, more accurate
measurement of the factors actually embodied in trade flows. That is, improvements in fit
are due to the increase in the volume of actual factor trade in the correct direction, not a
reduction in predicted factor trade.
"See Bowen et al. (1987) for a fuller description of such tests.
3.5.4 Magnitude of factor trade
The true factor content seems to fit well with factor content predictions based on factor
endowments. These results are not very sensitive to the value of predicted factor trade,
Pf: it takes a strange model to predict that India should be importing labor! The results
are consistently better when using actual technologies - measured correctly, factor flows are
related to factor endowments.
These broad patterns hide a larger fact: there is not enough factor trade to be consistent
with the HOV predictions. This finding reinforces a result found by Trefler (1995), which he
refers to as the missing trade. In his case, he noticed that the errors of the HOV prediction
were indistinguishable from the errors which would result if actual factor trade were zero12 .
I find a similar pattern in my data, when calculations are made using US technology in all
countries.
The Trefler result can be seen by plotting actual factor trade against predicted factor
trade. This exercise should reveal a strong positive relationship between the two series.
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 report the results with both factors plotted on the same graph. While
there is no discernible relationship when using US technologies, there is a clear positive
relationship when using actual technologies. However, the scale on this graph obscures the
larger story: when these graphs are presented with the same scale on both axes (figures 3-5
and 3-6), the variation in actual factor trade is negligible compared with the variation in
predicted factor trade.
Gabaix (1997) presents an equivalent way of considering these results by regressing the
actual factor content against the predicted factor content. Ideally, this exercise should yield
a slope estimate of 1, and a constant equal to zero. Table 3.4 shows how different measures
of actual factor content trade perform in these respects. Using US technology, the slope
parameter is insignificant, the constant is significant, and the R2 is very low - i.e., the usual
12 Trefler plotted the HOV errors, 6e = Ff - (Vf - s Vfw), against the predicted value Pf = Vf - scVfw.
If deviations from HOV were random, then these residuals should be centred around zero, and in only two
regions (where actual (Ff) and predicted (Pf) have the same sign). Surprisingly, Trefler found that the
errors are almost all along the same downward-sloping line that would result from plotting the errors against
predicted trade when actual factor trade is set to zero. Trefler refers to this as the no-trade line, and, since
the data are all along this line, it appears as if there is no factor trade in the data.
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Figure 3-3: Actual vs. predicted factor trade - US technology
approach performs poorly13 . However, using the correct measure of actual factor trade
improves all these measures 14. The coefficient on predicted factor trade is significant, but
small. Ideally, this coefficient would be 1; instead, actual factor trade is less than 10% of
its predicted value.
We can get similar intuition by comparing how well the second moments of the data
match the HOV predictions. This measure shows whether there is enough variation in
actual factor trade to correspond with what is predicted. Let predicted factor trade (Pf)
have variance a4. Our measure of actual factor trade should also have this variance. Let
a2 and 6r2 be the variance of F. and Fr respectively. The ratios ' and 4 show how close
the variance of actual factor trade comes to the variance of predicted factor trade. Using
the US technology the variance of actual trade to predicted factor trade is .0008 and .0019
for labor and capital, respectively. When actual technologies are used, these ratios rise to
.0114 and .0066, respectively. The use of actual technologies makes a minor improvement.
'
3 Gabaix found a similar pattern using the data from Trefler (1993).
14A similar pattern is found when the traded sector endowment is used. However, since this definition
increases measured factor trade, the estimated slope parameter rises, to about .35
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Figure 3-4: Actual vs. predicted factor trade - actual technology
Taken together, these tests demonstrate that using actual technologies leads to an im-
provement in the behaviour of measured factor trade. As expected, capital-abundant coun-
tries export capital and import labor. Predictions for the direction of factor trade, and
the ranking of factor trade volumes between countries are correct. The true volume of
world factor trade is greater than zero. However, even these true factor trade volumes are
insignificant compared with factor endowment differences.
3.5.5 Open vs. closed economies
As presented here, the Heckscher-Ohlin model presumes that there are no barriers to trade.
The finding of too little factor trade may be the result of tariffs and other barriers which
lead to too little trade in goods. A simple method for assessing the importance of trade
barriers is to consider whether the results differ according to the degree of openness of the
economy. To implement this approach, I repeat the regression tests including a dummy
variable for closed economies. That is, I run regressions of the following form:
F = a + 3P+ + 1JCLOSE + 62CLOSE * Pf (3.5)
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Table 3.4: Regression results: actual vs. predicted factor trade
US tech actual tech
L K both L K both
& -.006 -.007 -.007 -.001 .008 .004
(-1.99) (-2.82) (-3.45) (-.103) (1.85) (.961)
S -.001 .011 .002 .078 .040 .067
(-.224) (1.51) (.615) (6.29) (3.34) (7.57)
R2  .002 .063 .005 .538 .247 .450
Note: dependent variable is actual factor content of net exports. & is the
estimated constant term. / is the coefficient on predicted factor content.
All variables scaled by factor endowment.
where CLOSE is a dummy variable for closed economies according to the Sachs-Warner
dataset. Of the countries included here, only 6 are classified as closed"5. Consequently, the
results of these specifications may not be able to distinguish clearly the role of openness.
Table 3.5 reports the results of these regressions. Specifications based on the US technol-
ogy matrix reveal no relationship between actual and predicted factor trade, and the closed
dummy plays no role. For most of the specifications based on actual technologies, the closed
dummy does enter significantly. The main effect of the closed dummy is to increase the
amount of factor trade. However, when the closed dummy is interacted with the amount
15 The closed economies are Ecuador, Hungary, India, Poland, Sri Lanka, and Zimbabwe.
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of predicted factor trade, the impact on the slope isnegative. Since the closed economies
are also those with high predicted amounts of factor trade, this latter effect dominates.
Although it is important to not overinterpret results based on six closed economies (which
may also have lower quality data), there is some evidence that there is a stronger link be-
tween actual and predicted factor trade for open economies. However, even restricted to
open economies, the actual amount of factor trade is still much less than predicted.
Table 3.5: Regression results: actual vs. predicted factor trade
US tech actual tech
L K both L K both
a -.007 -.007 -.007 -.003 .005 .001
(-2.26) (-2.38) (-3.47) (-.429) (1.21) (.306)
/P -.005 .010 -. 001 .069 .045 .062
(-.839) (1.15) (-.150) (4.78) (3.29) (5.92)
CLOSE .001 -.004 .001 -.210 .033 .043
(.026) (-.500) (.110) (-1.53) (2.45) (4.45)
CLOSE * Pf .011 .008 .008 .290 -. 059 -.049
(.163) (.383) (1.58) (1.70) (-1.98) (-4.31)
R 2  .046 .071 .176 .587 .376 .471
Note: dependent variable is actual factor content of net exports. & is the esti-
mated constant term. / is the cGefficient on predicted factor content. CLOSE
is a dummy variable for Sachs-Warner closed economies. All variables scaled by
factor endowment.
3.5.6 Adjusting for education differences
Trefler (1993) argues that the Heckscher-Ohlin model can be reconciled with observed trade
flows once factors are adjusted to reflect the same quality in every country. We can analyze
the impact of adjusting for factor-quality differences on the factor content of trade by
constructing factor contents in terms of quality-adjusted factors. For this exercise, I use
information from another data source to adjust the raw measures of labor used above.
Following the approach of Hall and Jones (1998), information on average educational
attainment is used to adjust for differences in skill levels across countries. The raw number
of workers in each sector and country is modified to account for the average level of education
in that country. This approach assumes that there is no sectoral bias to this adjustment.
In particular, skill-adjusted labor ("human capital-augmented labor") in sector i in country
c is calculated as
Hi = e (Ec)L (3.6)
The measure of educational attainment is average years of education from the Barro-
Lee dataset. The function Qb(Ec) is represents the efficiency of a worker with Ec years of
education compared with a worker with no years of schooling. Following the approach of
Hall and Jones (1998), q(Ec) is assumed to be piecewise linear, with rates of return of 13.4%
for the first four years of education, 10.1% for the next four years of education, and 6.8% for
additional years. These figures represent the the average results from return-to-schooling
regressions reported by Psacharopoulos (1994). The first four years represent the average
return in sub-Saharan Africa, the next four years are the world average return, and the
remaining years correspond to the OECD return.
All the above analyses can be repeated in terms of this measure of human capital.
If Trefler's proposed solution is correct, then we should find that the predictions of the
Heckscher-Ohlin model should hold in terms of human capital when applying the (adjusted)
US technology matrix to trade flows. For example, human capital abundant countries should
be exporting human capital and importing physical capital.
However, we do not observe such a pattern. In fact, all the results of the previous sections
also hold in terms of human capital: countries that are abundant in human capital use
more human capital in all their sectors, and the human capital content of trade is unrelated
to endowments when measured with the US technology matrix. Table 3.6 compares the
measured amount of human capital in exports and imports when using US and actual
technologies. As in the case for unadjusted factors, using actual technologies increases the
factor content of both exports and imports.
Table 3.7 repeats this analysis for net exports. Once again, there is more human capital
in net exports when reckoned using actual technologies. However, the actual amount of
human capital is much smaller than the predicted amount. Also note that according to the
measure of human capital used here, developed countries are considered to be relatively
scarce in human capital. This counterintuitive situation results directly from using the Hall
Table 3.6: Amount of factors embodied in trade
exports imports
country US tech actual ratio US tech actual ratio
Human capital
France .007 .013 1.94 .008 .019 2.46
Greece .004 .012 3.17 .007 .017 2.43
Hungary .001 .019 14.8 .001 .002 2.19
India .001 .016 40.2 .0003 .001 1.93
Japan .003 .004 1.03 .003 .009 2.97
New Zealand .003 .006 2.40 .003 .006 2.13
USA .002 .002 1.00 .003 .009 2.66
Note: All series reported as percentage of aggregate endowment.
Human capital is the number of workers adjusted by educational
attainment.
and Jones human capital adjustment. Given the diminishing returns
adjustment is small relative to cross-country differences in raw numbers
to education, this
of people.
Table 3.7: Amount of human capital embodied in net exports
country Py Fc Fc
France -.503 -.001 -.006
Greece .004 -.003 -.005
Hungary .804 .0001 .017
India .628 .0001 .016
Japan -.347 .001 -.005
New Zealand .339 -.001 -.0004
USA -.014 -.001 -. 006
Note: All series reported as percentage of
aggregate endowment.
Sign and rank tests for the measures of human capital also mirror the results for un-
adjusted labor and capital, as table 3.8 demonstrates. When US technologies are used to
measure factor trade, the direction of net exports coincides with predicted in fewer than half
the cases. However, once actual technologies are used, the actual direction of net exports
is correct in the majority of cases. The rank tests reveal a similar result.
Table 3.9 regresses the actual content of human capital in net exports against the pre-
dicted amount. When the US technology is used to calculate factor contents, regressing
Table 3.8: Human capital content of trade
test US tech actual tech
unweighted sign .472 .750
weighted sign .328 .835
p(Fý, P ) -.090 .563
rank -.025 .346
All tests refer to human capital, Hc.
actual factor trade against predicted factor trade yields a significant constant, an insignif-
icant slope parameter, and a very low R2. With actual technologies, these results are
reversed. All these results are qualitatively similar to the findings when no allowance is
made for educational differences. Adjusting for differences in the quality of labor services
using outside evidence does not solve the factor trade mysteries.
Table 3.9: Regression results: actual vs. predicted factor trade
US tech actual tech
& -.001 .002
(-1.99) (.791)
/ -.0003 .017
(-.526) (3.97)
R2  .008 .316
Note: Dependent variable is actual
human capital content of net exports.
These findings highlight the shortcomings of the usual Heckscher-Ohlin and FPE ap-
proach. Within that framework, we find essentially no factor trade (and the little factor
trade that is observed bears no relation to factor endowments). However, for measures
of factor trade outside this framework, this small amount of factor trade is not troubling.
Once we abandon the Heckscher-Ohlin assumptions and use actual technologies to measure
factor trade, our measures report the true amount of factors embodied in trade flows. This
analysis reveals that the factor content of net exports represents less than 10% of factor en-
dowment differences. Given the poor performance of the HOV predictions, we should focus
on the patterns of factor trade that are calculated without reference to the Heckscher-Ohlin
assumptions.
3.6 Conclusion
Output per factor input varies widely across countries and sectors. Using direct evidence
on sectoral inputs and outputs, I construct the actual factor-input requirements for a large
number of countries. Factor content calculations are typically made assuming that different
countries use the same capital-labor mix in the same sector. This approach is justified
within the framework of the Heckscher-Ohlin model with FPE. However, given the poor
performance of that model, we should look at the actual patterns of technologies and factor
trade. We find that countries use techniques that are biased towards their abundant factor
in all their sectors. As a result, if the assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlin model do not
hold and there is no factor price equalization, factor trade calculations based on a single
country's technology matrix will lead to a systematic downward bias in the measured factor
content of trade.
When the correct technology matrices are used, there is a strong relationship between
factor endowments and factor trade. Correctly measured, factors flow from countries where
they are abundant to countries where they are scarce. In contrast, the results that arise from
the usual Heckscher-Ohlin framework show no relationship between factor endowments and
the factor content of trade. For both measures, the magnitude of factor trade is negligible
compared with differences in factor endowments. Correctly measured, actual factor trade
is less than 10% of the predicted value, and exhibits just 1% of the variation predicted by
the simple Heckscher-Ohlin model. Moreover, these results hold even after an adjustment
is made for differences in worker educational attainment across countries.
This small amount of factor trade is wholly consistent with the approach of this chap-
ter. As opposed to previous analyses which posited a pattern of technological differences
consistent with Heckscher-Ohlin and FPE, this chapter uses the actual technologies without
modification. Since the measured factor trade within the Heckscher-Ohlin framework does
not match the predicted value, we can conclude that the model does not provide a good
description of actual flows. The measure of factor trade used in this chapter is not based
on the Heckscher-Ohlin assumptions. Instead, I calculate the actual factor content of trade
when we are not in a Heckscher-Ohlin world with FPE. I find that factor trade is related
to factor endowments, but to a smaller extent than HOV predicts. The missing trade is
a robust feature of factor trade patterns. These findings suggest that trade models should
aim at explaining a world where factor flows are in part determined by factor endowments,
but where other elements play important roles.
3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Derivation of HOV
Consider the original (and strictest) version of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek model. In this
case, all countries have the same technology and preferences; the only differences are factor
endowments. All countries have the same (F x J) technology matrix A, with typical element
[afj] representing the amount of factor f required to produce one dollar of value-added in
sector j.
Let QC be the (J x 1) output vector of country c's sectors. Premultplying the output
vector by the technology matrix gives the factor content of output. Assuming full employ-
ment of all factors, AQc = Vc, where Vc is the (F x 1) vector of factor endowments in
country c.
Next, assume that all countries have identical homothetic preferences. As a result, in
the absence of barriers or costs to trade, the same mix of goods is consumed everywhere.
Each country's consumption is thus proportional to global output: CC = sCQw, where sc is
country c's share of global consumption, and QW = Ec QC is global output.
With production and consumption specified, it is easy to compute implications for trade.
Net trade is simply the difference between output and consumption:
Tc = QC - C _= Qc _ sCQW (3.7)
To turn this from a statement about goods into a statement about factors, premultiply
both sides by the common technology matrix A, and substitute (recall that AQc = VC) :
AT c -= FC = V c - cV w  (3.8)
This is the key Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek (HOV) equation. It holds factor by factor,
i.e., Ff = VJ - scVfW, and states that a country will, on net, export the services of a
factor in which it has a larger endowment than the world average. The HOV equation
holds even when there are nontraded goods, as long as they are produced using the same
techniques in all countries 16. If nontraded goods are produced using different techniques in
different countries, then the predicted factor content of trade must be adjusted to account
for the different proportions of factors used in the nontraded sectors. In this chapter, this
adjustment is not considered, although it would presumably strengthen the results presented
here.
3.7.2 Trade Data
Trade data is provided by the UN, in the form of an extract from their Commodity Trade
Statistics Publication. All data are converted to US dollars (by the UN) using annual
average exchange rates, and into 1990 dollars using a GDP deflator. The volume of exports
and imports are reported for 2-digit Standard Industrial Trade Classification codes (SITC
rev.2)17. The trade data measures final output, not value added. Since the UNIDO database
includes information on both value added and output at the sectoral level, I multiply all
output values by the relevant ratio (va ddd) for that sector-country-year observation. If
this ratio is missing for a country-sector, I use the average value instead.
Currently, for each country I only have data on exports to, and imports from, the rest
of the world. When reckoning factor contents based on country-specific technologies, the
origin of imports is important. Suppose Mj, are imports by country c of sector j from all
other countries in the world. I assign these imports to the the other countries in my sample
according their share of world exports of sector j (excluding country c). That is, country
16 See Helpman and Krugman (1985) for a demonstration of this fact.
17In some years, some countries report data in SITC revision 1. As best as possible, these are converted
to revision 2 values using a concordance table provided by the UN.
xCI
c' is assumed to provide a share 0,, = --•• of the imports to country c. In this way,
I can calculate the actual content of trade in the two cases (Fy and Fc).
3.7.3 Share Data
The predicted factor content of trade depends on each country's share of world consumption.
If trade is balanced, then this is simply the country's share of world income: sc = -W. When
net trade flows are not zero, we must adjust for trade balances: sc = Yc-B. Information
on world and country income and trade balances come from the World Bank World Tables.
Shares can be calculated using many different definitions of income and trade balance. The
particular choice has no impact on the results. The results presented in the chapter are
based on shares calculated using current GDP values.
Table 3.10: Description of countries
Country Labor
(#103)
AUS 6689
AUT 2383
BAN 5645
BEL 3169
BOL 180
CAN 11728
COL 2051
CYP 228
DEN 2564
ECU 624
EGY 8278
FIN 2051
FRA 20710
GRE 1789
HK 2754
HUN 3719
INA 26122
IND 30344
IRL 993
ITA 12435
JAP 46392
Capital g shareL
($109)
63.36
25.18
1.035
28.38
1.045
114.5
11.65
1.159
18.84
7.950
1.244
24.25
169.8
18.60
7.450
16.23
73.11
10.98
5.194
144.6
485.5
pct%
947.3
1057
18.33
895.8
580.6
975.9
568.2
507.6
734.8
1275
15.03
1182
819.9
1039
270.6
436.3
279.9
36.18
523.0
1163
1047
1.73
0.91
0.14
1.08
0.03
3.30
0.22
0.03
0.71
0.06
0.24
0.79
6.92
0.43
0.40
0.19
0.61
1.76
0.25
6.34
16.8
Country
KOR
MAL
NET
NOR
NZ
PHI
POL
POR
SIN
SPA
SRI
TUR
UK
USA
VEN
WGR
ZIM
Labor
11007
4167
4186
1775
1241
11415
12201
1985
1208
8548
1942
7012
16713
97419
2989
22533
1115
Capital K share
69.13
21.97
43.83
20.81
10.44
17.75
44.45
11.88
8.290
73.14
11.35
30.74
122.7
871.6
24.91
313.1
0.971
628.0 1.48
527.4 0.24
1047 1.57
1172 0.57
841.3 0.25
155.5 0.27
364.3 0.33
598.3 0.38
686.2 0.19
855.6 2.95
584.5 0.05
438.3 0.66
733.9 5.84
894.7 32.3
833.4 0.23
1390 8.17
87.09 0.04
Chapter 4
Purchasing Power Parity with
Traded and Non-Traded Goods
4.1 Introduction
Purchasing power parity (PPP) is one of the oldest propositions of international economics.
PPP is based on the law of one price which states that the price of any good in two
countries should be the same, once it is expressed in a common currency. In a world
without transactions costs, arbitrage should ensure that this situation ensues.
Imposing PPP yields the prediction that the ratio of the cost of a consumption basket
in the home country to the cost of the same consumption basket in the foreign country,
expressed in a common currency (i.e., the real exchange rate) is constant. Empirically,
there is little evidence that real exchange rates are stable.
The main explanations for secular changes in real exchange rates rely on a distinction
between traded and nontraded goods. Since the potential arbitrage pressures which should
cause PPP to hold for traded goods do not apply to nontraded goods, the prices of these
goods need not be equalized across countries. The prices of nontraded goods may be
determined by domestic demand and supply conditions. On the demand side, for example,
increased government consumption may increase nontraded prices. On the supply side,
productivity advances in the traded sector lead to higher wages, which in turn raise the
cost (and hence the price) of nontraded goods. At the core of these approaches to real
exchange rate forecasting lies the assumption that PPP still holds for traded goods.
Although normally used as a basis for real exchange rate calculations, the existence of
PPP is important for a wide range of issues. For example, most trade models assume that
traded goods prices are equalized. Both the Ricardian model of trade based on productivity
differences, and the Heckscher-Ohlin model based on factor endowment differences, presume
that traded goods sell for the same price in all countries. These models have striking
implications for which goods should be produced and exported by which countries, and the
global pattern of factor prices. It is thus important to investigate whether the assumption
that the law of one price applies to traded goods is valid.
Typical time series analyses based on aggregate price data find no (or very weak) support
for PPP. These approaches suffer from the low power of unit root tests at distinguishing
between unit roots and processes with slow mean-reversion in small samples. There are two
directions for research which may potentially overcome these problems. The first approach
is to use longer time series (typically over 75 years). Unfortunately, this approach cannot
be used on more recent data from the post-Bretton Woods floating rate era, which extends
for only 25 years. The second approach is to use more disaggregated price data. This
method allows for a direct examination of the law of one price at a micro level, with a
distinction between traded and nontraded goods. Creating a panel of goods allows the use
of cross-sectional variation in testing for mean reversion towards PPP.
This chapter uses data on price indices for over 100 items in the Consumer Price Indices
for both the United States and Canada. In this way, the law of one price can be tested
for more narrowly defined products, including both traded and nontraded items separately.
Using time series methods, I find that for most pairs of goods, there is no evidence for PPP.
PPP does seem to hold mostly for items which are homoegeneous and traded, although
there are exceptions. In all cases, an error correction framework reveals that deviations
from PPP can be long-lived. Estimates of the half-life of deviations from the stable long-
run relationship range from nearly 3 years to over 10.
This chapter proceeds in five more sections. Section 4.2 discusses previous investigations
of PPP. Section 4.3 explains the framework used in this chapter, and describes the data.
Section 4.4 details the econometric methods and tests that are used, and section 4.5 presents
the results. Section 4.6 concludes.
4.2 Background
Purchasing power parity is a consequence of arbitrage and the law of one price. If there
is costless trade, the price of any good sold in two countries will be the same, once the
exchange rate is accounted for. That is, the price of good i at time t in the home country
is related to the price in the foreign country according to:
Pti = KEPt" (4.1)
where Pt is the domestic currency price of an item in the home market, E is the spot
exchange rate (domestic currency units per foreign currency units), and an asterisk refers
to foreign values. K is a constant which represents tariffs and other barriers which limit
the effectiveness of the law of one price. K may also represent differences in the quality of
goods between countries. If absolute PPP holds, and goods are homogeneous, then K will
equal one. Typically, relative PPP is considered, which requires only that K be constant.
If the law of one price holds for each individual good, then PPP will also hold for all goods
together. This yields a simple prediction for the real exchange rate (in logs):
At = et + p* -Pt = k (4.2)
where Pt, p* are price indices for the home and foreign countries. This equation implies that
countries have constant real exchange rates (equal to one if there is absolute PPP). Tests of
this relationship have progressed through many stages'. The oldest tests examined the law
of one price by regressing exchange rates against contemporaneous price level differences in
'See Dornbusch (1985) for a survey of the theory behind PPP, and Froot and Rogoff (1995) for a com-
prehensive overview of the development of PPP tests.
two countries. That is, they test the following relationship:
et = a + ,(Pt - py ) + et (4.3)
Tests based on this equation generally find little evidence of PPP. For example, in a cross-
section of countries, Frenkel (1981) found support for the PPP relationship (i.e., / = 1)
only for hyperinflation cases. However, such tests are flawed for a number of reasons. First
of all, since the null hypothesis is that PPP holds at all points in time, they are unable
to determine whether rejection occurs because PPP is always inappropriate, or because it
operates slowly over many periods. More importantly, exchange rates and prices are jointly
determined, so these regressions are endogenous 2. Finally, if price levels and exchange rates
are not stationary, then the residual term from the above regression may not be stationary.
As a result, the usual t-test statistics based on the null hypothesis of PPP are invalid.
More recent tests of PPP have relied on time series unit root methods to circumvent
these problems. These tests explicitly account for the nonstationarity of the series, and
allow for slow reversion towards PPP. In effect, these methods reverse the approach of the
simplest PPP tests. The null hypothesis is now that the real exchange rate follows a random
walk (i.e., that deviations from PPP are permanent). These tests construct measures of
the real exchange rate by imposing the PPP relationship, and test whether these series
are stationary. The null hypothesis is a unit root; rejecting the null provides evidence of
reversion towards PPP.
Unit root tests impose the exact theoretical PPP relationship, and test whether it is
stationary. Another approach is to ask whether there is any stable relationship between
exchange rates and prices. Cointegration tests examine whether there is any tendency for
prices and exchange rates to move towards their (estimated) long-run relationships.
Many papers have performed unit root tests for pairs of currencies and aggregate CPI
price levels. In most cases, the null of a unit root cannot be rejected. The earliest studies
could not reject a unit root for floating currencies in the post-Bretton Woods period3 .
2This criticism is especially serious when exchange rates are not fixed for long periods.
3See Mark (1990) for an example of such tests.
Some studies have found very weak evidence that PPP holds for currencies which are fixed
(specifically, members of the European Monetary System) 4.
Unfortunately, with few years of data in the post-Bretton Woods era, these tests are
limited by the low power of the tests in distinguishing between unit roots and slowly re-
verting processes. Froot and Rogoff (1995) calculate that it would require 72 years of data
to distinguish between a unit root and PPP deviations with a half-life of three years. Not
surprisingly, most investigations find relatively little evidence in favor of PPP. A notable
exception is Frankel and Rose (1996) which finds evideilce of mean-reversion for a large
panel of 150 countries. They argue that there is sufficient cross-sectional variation in their
data to compensate for the usual difficulty in finding mean-reversion in short time series.
There are two other ways to deal with the low power of the usual time series techniques.
The first is to use much longer time series. For example, Diebold, Husted, and Rush (1991)
use annual data for six countries during the gold standard era (up to 123 years), and find
stronger support for PPP. However, these results may not extend to an environment of
floating rates. Since there are no long data series covering the floating rate era, researchers
have instead started to use more disaggregated price data to consider whether the law of
one price holds for individual goods. At this level, we must distinguish between traded
goods where the law of one price should hold, and non-traded goods where prices may differ
between countries.
For example, Engel and Rogers (1996) use disaggregated price information to test for
the law of one price between cities and across countries. They compare the variation in
prices of 14 items between cities within Canada and the United States, and also across the
border. They find that the impact on price variation of the border between the countries
is equivalent to adding over 1500 miles between cities within either country. This finding
provides alternative evidence against PPP, without resorting to unit root approaches.
Rogers and Jenkins (1995) use a more traditional time series approach to disaggregated
4As Mussa (1986) has documented, real exchange rates seem to be less volatile when nominal exchange
rates are fixed. This suggests that potential adjustments towards PPP may be different for different types
of nominal exchange rate regimes. As a result, it may be unwise to test PPP with data which covers both
fixed and floating rate periods.
price series. They use five different measures of the CPI5 for 11 OECD countries post-
Bretton Woods (covering 1973 to 1990). At this !evel of disaggregation, they find little
evidence of PPP. Rogers and Jenkins argue that the categories they employ still contain a
mixture of traded and nontraded goods. The next step is to look at even more disaggregated
price data, for fewer countries if necessary. They perform unit root tests for 54 items in
Canada and the United States over this period. They find some evidence that PPP holds
for goods which they argue are traded, although their results are not not conclusive. This
result is not surprising given the relatively short time span of their data.
In this chapter, I build on Rogers and Jenkins' approach by applying time series methods
to more highly disaggregated price series for a longer time span. I use unit root and error-
correction methods to consider whether each series provides evidence of the law of one price.
I also apply Frankel and Rose's panel approach, where my unit of observation is a particular
good. With this approach, I find some evidence of slow mean-reversion to PPP.
4.3 Framework
4.3.1 Setup
Countries can have long and persistent deviations from the PPP definition of the real
exchange rate. To see why the real exchange rate may not be constant, we must allow for
the presence of nontraded goods for which arbitrage need not assure that the law of one
price holds. We extend the framework of the previous section to account for the presence
of goods which are not traded.
Suppose now that price indices are a weighted average of the prices of traded and
nontraded goods:
Pt = + (1 - 7)p, p = + (1 - *)p*N (4.4)
where 7 and 7* are the shares of traded goods in the CPI (which need not be the same in
5These are the general CPI, food CPI, general less food, rent, and services less rent.
each country). In this case, the real exchange rate is6:
At = k + (et + pT -p) - (7 - )(pY - p) -- (7* - 1)(pT - ptN) (4.5)
The first term in brackets of equation 4.5 is the relationship between traded goods
prices in the two countries. The subsequent terms are the relationship between traded and
nontraded prices within each country. Real exchange rates can have long and persistent
deviations from a constant value for two reasons. First, there may be significant and lasting
deviations from PPP for traded goods. Second, the ratio of traded to nontraded prices
within a country may change over time. A country which experiences fast productivity
growth in the traded sector will have rising wages, and the ratio of traded to nontraded goods
prices will fall, causing an appreciation of the real exchange rate. This mechanism is known
as the Samuelson-Balassa effect, and can explain secular appreciations. Alternatively, a shift
in domestic demand towards nontraded goods (due to increased government expenditure,
for example) can affect the relative price of traded goods.
However, differences in productivity growth or government spending should have no im-
pact on the price of traded goods. Arbitrage should equalize traded goods prices, regardless
of these other factors. The prices of traded and non-traded goods in the same country need
not move together. However, international trade should make the price of traded goods in
the two countries move together. This chapter tests for stable relationships of the form:
z = k + (et + *pt' - Mpt) (4.6)
where i spans a large range of traded and nontraded goods. There are two main approaches,
depending on the treatment of M and p*. The first appraoch is to impose the theoretical
long-run relationship and construct zt with i = p* = 1. The second approach is more
flexible, and estimates p and u* as part of the econometric framework. Taylor (1988)
argues that in the presence of measurement errors or biases in the construction of fixed-
weight price indices (perhaps due to the introduction of new goods), p and p* can differ
6 Recall that the real exchange rate is defined as At - et + p; - pt.
from 1. However, quick calculations by Froot and Rogoff (1995) suggest that the impact
of such biases on estimates of p should be quite small. Specifications which employ this
more flexible approach should consider whether the estimated cointegrating vectors from
this approach are reasonably close to the theoretical relationship.
For both approaches, the null hypothesis is that the relationship between prices and
exchange rates is stable for traded goods, but not necessarily for nontraded goods. That is,
we expect to reject a unit root or find a stable cointegrating vector for specifications based
on pairs of traded goods, but not for pairs of nontraded goods.
4.3.2 Data
The PPP relationship can be tested for any pair of countries. In this chapter, I look at
the relationship between Canada and the United States. This is a natural pair to use for a
consideration of PPP. These countries mostly trade with each other, and have had relatively
few barriers to trade between them. Also, the tastes of Canadian and American consumers
are likely to be similar, so that goods classifications probably refer to roughly similar items.
Finally, both countries maintain lengthy and detailed data on the components of their CPIs.
The consumption baskets of Canada and the United States do not share exactly the
same goods (or the same weights). In total, 116 pairs of price indices are matched (out of
a total of nearly 300 components). Canadian data come from Statistics Canada's CANSIM
database, while American data are provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The series
range from items which are surely traded (e.g., gasoline), to items which are certainly not
traded (e.g., rent). All series are monthly, covering the period April 1973 to February 1999
(or for whatever sub-period of this range that indices exist for both countries). April 1973
is when the Bretton Woods system ended, and the Canadian and American dollars floated
freely'.
Given differing national definitions and methods of data gathering, it is likely that
paired Canadian and American series do not refer to exactly the same items. Although this
7Even if exchange rates are officially floating, it is possible that the government or central bank policy is
to peg the currency at a certain level. Although the Bank of Canada occasionally intervenes in the foreign
exchange market, the Canadian dollar is best considered floating in this period.
criticism applies most forcefully to the broader indices (the Canadian consumption basket
has different items and different weights than the American consumption basket), it also
applies to many of the more specific series. "Personal care" may not refer to the same
thing in the two countries, and there is no reason that prices of the different definitions
are related. PPP may not hold in the data simply because the price series for items which
appear similar may actually refer to quite different things.
In all specifications, the United States is considered to be the home country, and Canada
the foreign country. The exchange rate series comes from the IMF's International Financial
Statistics, and is expressed as US dollars per Canadian dollar. A fall in the exchange rate is
an appreciation of the US dollar. Figure 4-1 shows the behaviour of the nominal exchange
rate over this period.
The econometric approach of this chapter relies on the fact that individual price and
exchange rate series are nonstationary. In both countries, price series exhibit upward move-
ments over this period. The nominal exchange rate is also a non-stationary series. An
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test on the exchange rate reveals that it is integrated of
order one8 . Since the data are monthly, these ADF tests, and all others in this chapter,
include 12 lags. These lags are required since, without them, the residuals for the specifica-
tions are serially correlated. For example, without any lags in testing for a unit root in the
exchange rate series, the Durbin-Watson statistic is 1.05, while including 12 lags produces
a Durbin-Watson statistic of 1.96. Qualitatively similar results arise when testing the other
series.
4.4 Econometric Methods
4.4.1 Imposing the theoretical relationship
Since all series are integrated, a unit root and cointegration approach is required. The first
approach is to impose the exact PPP relationship. I construct the series z = p= - p -i - et
for each matched pair of price levels. With some abuse of terminology, the series z4 can be
8In levels, the ADF statistic is -2.54, for which we cannot reject a unit root. The ADF statistic for first
differences of the exchange rate is -4.03, which rejects the unit root null at the 1% level of significance.
considered the "real exchange rate" in terms of item i. PPP then requires that this real
exchange rate be stable for traded goods. In particular, the constructed real exchange rates
should not contain unit roots. For each good, a real exchange rate in terms of that good is
constructed. I then test for mean reversion by estimating the following separately for each
good:
12
Az = a + #z4_ + 6z-.j + (4.7)
j=1
This equation is analagous to the standard Augmented Dickey-Fuller specification 9.
However, the above error-correction set-up allows us to calculate directly the speed of
mean-reversion after deviations from PPP. If there is mean-reversion, then 3 should be
negative and significant. Since the null of this specification is a unit root, ordinary t-test
critical values are inappropriate. I consider two ADF statistics. The first approach is to
compare the t-statistic for the significance of P with the appropriate ADF t-test value'0
Also, I use the implied estimate of the autoregressive coefficient, 3 = / + 1 to compare the
ADF test statistic T(O - 1) with its critical values".
Rejection of a unit root provides evidence in favour of mean-reversion towards the law
of one price. The key parameter is the estimated coefficient on the lagged real exchange
rate (/). This represents the speed of adjustment towards PPP. If = -1, then a deviation
from PPP in period t - 1 is entirely corrected in period t. Also, an estimate of 0 means
that there is no tendency for deviations from long run equilibrium to be corrected. The
significance of /, as measured using the appropriate ADF critical statistic, provides a test
of whether z' is stable.
The above approach can be implemented both on a good-by-good basis, or on a panel
of goods. This latter approach follows the spirit of Frankel and Rose (1996) and uses cross-
sectional variation to improve the power of the tests. Panel tests can be run on the entire
sample, or on various subsets of goods. In this chapter, I split the sample according to
9Under the null of a unit root, = 0. Expressing Az' as z' - zt-l 1 and rearranging yields the usual ADF
set-up. Note that p = 1 - , where 0 is the estimate of the autoregressive coefficient on the lagged real
exchange rate.
1oFor the typical sample size used here, the critical values for the 5% and 10% significance level are -2.87
and -2.57, respectively.
"The critical values for the 5% and 10% significance levels are -14.0 and -11.2, respectively.
whether goods are traded or nontraded, and estimate the results for each panel.
4.4.2 Estimating the cointegrating relationship
Even if the theoretical relationship imposed above is incorrect, price levels and exchange
rates could have some other stable and meaningful secular relationship. That is, these series
could be cointegrated with a cointegrating vector other than the imposed cointegrating
vector a = (1 - 1 - 1). The cointegrating relationship can be estimated directly, and then
tested for a unit root. Specifically, an error correction mechanism (ECM) can be set up
to test for a relationship between prices and nominal exchange rates. I employ Engle and
Granger's (1987) two-step method to the ECM. This allows for separate tests in the first
stage of the behaviour (and economic validity) of the estimated cointegrating vector, and
in the second stage of the strength of reversion to the stable relationship.
The first stage involves estimating the long run equilibrium relationship between price
levels and exchange rates. The residuals from this regression represent "long-run errors" -
deviations of the series from their long-run relationship. In this case, the following regression
is estimated by OLS for each pair of price indices:
pt _ = a + pt*' + Oet + eLR (4.8)
Because the series are all integrated, OLS gives super-consistent estimates in this case 12 .
How'cver, unless the series are cointegrated, the regression is spurious. In this particular
case, the estimated cointegrating vector is -i = (1 - -0). If a is truly a cointegrating
vector, then i = &y should be stationary, where y=(p p* e)'. For Z to be stationary, so
must the errors in the above equation. Cointegration can be tested by using the estimated
eLR series in an error correction mechanism as follows:
12 12 12
Apz -= a +" ,LR,t-1 "•- + p  + P Aet +ESR (4.9)jA t-3 3 C •P*Apt-J + SRj=1 j=O j=O
Twelve lags are used to account for serial correlation in the series. As in the case when
'
2 See Hamilton (1994).
the real exchange rate is imposed, the key paramter is 4, which represents the speed of
adjustment. If the series are cointegrated, then the coefficient on lagged long run errors in
the ECM should be negative and significant. Once again, this approach is equivalent to
testing for a unit root in ^LR. Note that because the long-run residual series is constructed
as the result of an estimation, different (and larger) critical values must be used in the unit
root tests 3 .
4.5 Results
The results differ somewhat according to which method is employed. It is instructive to
consider both each approach separately, and the overall pattern that emerges. The complete
set of results is presented in Appendix 4.7. For ease of exposition, the main body of the
chapter presents.selected results.
4.5.1 Imposing the cointegrating vector
Individual goods
The first tests come from imposing the strictest definition of PPP on the time series. In
this case, there is no evidence that PPP holds for aggregate price indices. This result is
consistent with most tests of PPP in the floating rate environment. Figure 4-2 graphs the
real exchange rate from imposing the PPP relationship on aggregate CPIs. This series is
clearly not stationary, and all tests cannot reject a unit root.
Unit root tests based on either ADF test statistic find support for PPP for only 15 of
the 116 series, when the theoretical PPP relationship is imposed. These are displayed in
Table 4.1. With the exception of motor vehicle insurance, these are all plausibly traded
goods14. Consider figure 4-3 which graphs zg99s when exact PPP is imposed. In this case,
the resulting series seems stationary, which is reinforced by the unit root tests.
'
3 See Davidson and MacKinnon (1993) for a demonstration of this fact. The critical values at the 5% and
10% significance levels are -3.59 and -3.04, respectively.
14The prices of two other questionable items, airline fare and public transportation, may be largely deter-
mined by the price of gasoline, which is traded.
Table 4.1: Evidence of imposed relationship
series / t-stat T(O - 1)
Airline fare -.062 -2.04 -18.4**
Apparel -.042 -2.53 -12.6*
Chicken Parts -.051 -1.58 -12.2*
Durables -.022 -2.60* -6.68
Eggs -.132 -2.93** -15.6**
Flour -.039 -3.19** -9.50
Fuel Oil -.067 -1.73 -19.8**
Gas -.073 -3.08** -21.8**
Men's pants -.067 -2.51 -16.3**
Motor vehicle insurance -.032 -2.80* -9.48
New Vehicles -.049 -2.88** -14.6**
Potatoes -.052 -1.74 -15.6**
Public Transportation -.047 -2.09 -13.9*
Sugar -.030 -2.66* -8.82
Women's outerwear -.060 -2.93** -14.8**
Note: All test statistics compared with ADF critical values.
All specifications include 12 lags. * (**) denotes significant
at 10% (5%) level of significance.
These items all exhibit relatively strong mean-reversion. For example, the estimated
speed of reversion for eggs is 13.2% per month. This implies that the half-life of deviations
from PPP for eggs is under 5 months. For the other items, the speed of mean-reversion
ranges from 2.2% to 7.3% per month. Based on these results, there is evidence that relative
PPP holds for some traded goods.
However, the imposed relationship is not stable for 100 other items, including many
which we would expect to be traded. For example, there is no evidence that the prices of
pork or coffee are related. Even with 25 years of monthly observations at this disaggregated
level, there seems to be little justification for assuming that the law of one price holds
exactly for more than a very small number of items.
Part of the problem may be quality differences across countries. The items for which
there is evidence of the law of one price are largely homgeneous (e.g., eggs, gasoline, sugar)
for which quality differences are less pronounced. We are less confident that other categories
refer to equally homogeneous items in each country.
Panel results
Instead of testing for the law of one price for each good separately, we can stack all goods
into a panel. In this way, we can exploit variation across goods to compensate for the low
power of unit root approaches. This approach is very similar to Frankel and Rose (1996),
where they find much stronger evidence of PPP for a panel of countries than is found for any
individual country. This approach is implemented by considering the following specification
for all goods:
12
Az = a + /iz j + Az + + e~ (4.10)
j=1
where Dt are time dummies used in some specifications 1 5. The coefficient on z4_ I represents
the extent of mean reversion; given the unit root null, test statistics must be compared with
ADF critical values. The inclusion of time and item dummies may affect the critical values
for the unit root tests, and should be compared to bootstrapped values.
The panel approach can also be used on subsets of items. I divide items into two groups,
depending on whether they are traded or nontraded. This division of goods between traded
and nontraded items is based on an a priori belief as to whether or not they are tradedl6.
Table 4.2 reports the results of these panel estimates, implemented using (feasible) GLS
to control for heteroskedasticity across series. For the full sample, we find evidence of very
slow mean reversion with or without time effects. This result is also found for the panels
of traded and nontraded goods considered separately. The only specification for which we
can not reject a unit root is for nontraded goods with time effects included.
These results should be considered carefully. The estimated autoregressive coefficient is
.995, and it is hard to believe that unit root tests can distinguish this value from 1, even
in a panel set-up. The estimated speed of converges implies an implausible half-life of PPP
deviations of nearly 12 years. Part of the problem may be alleviated by using bootstrapped
standard errors to account for time and series effects. More importantly, the estimation
15In the results presented here, year and month dummies are included. Using separate dummies for each
period yields similar results.
16A better approach would use data on the value of trade flows of each good to determine whether it is
traded.
Table 4.2: Panel data results - traded and nontraded goods
full sample traded nontraded
/3 -.0051 -.0059 -.0053 -.0069 -.0055 -.0035
(-4.31) (-4.70) (-3.28) (-3.99) (-4.05) (-2.26)
Time effects no yes no yes no yes
# series 116 116 79 79 37 37
# obs 28837 28837 19287 19287 9550 9550
Note: Specifications run using random effects. 4 is estimated speed of reversion
to imposed PPP. Traded-nontraded distinction based on an a priori division.
technique employed here does not account for the correlation of shocks across items in a
period. By construction, a shock to the nominal exchange rate will affect all series in the
same period. The resulting standard errors may not be correct if there is a significant
amount of within-period correlation across series. It appears as if most movements in
constructed real exchange rates are driven by movements in the nominal exchange rate, not
the prices of goods.
4.5.2 Estimating the cointegrating vector
The next set of tests are based on estimating (rather than imposing) the cointegrating
vector. The cointegrating vector is estimated by regressing US prices against Canadian
prices and the exchange rate. This constrains the coefficient on p' to be 1; theory predicts
that the (negative of the) coefficients on pi and et should each be -1. The results of these
tests are summarized in table 4.3. The first two columns report the estimated coefficients
on Canadian prices and the exchange rate. The last two columns report the t-statistic and
the estimate of the speed or reversion to the estimated relationship. These t-statistics must
be compared with critical values for an ADF test based on estimated values.
Table 4.3 presents the results for the series for which tests could reject a unit root in the
estimated cointegrating vector. For the most part, these items are traded goods. However,
in many cases the estimated cointegrating vector is quite different from the theoretical one
imposed in the previous section. In every case, the sign of the coefficient on Canadian prices
is the correct sign, but it is significantly different from -1 in all but five cases. In every case,
Table 4.3: Evidence of estimated PPP relationship
Coint. vector Unit root
series p~i et ADF
Beverages -.809 .982 -3.41* -.009
Eggs -.889 -.649 -3.14* -.140
Footwear -.652 -.020 -3.47* -.057
Jewelry -1.08 .914 -3.33* -.044
Men's pants -.773 -.179 -3.61** -.090
Men's suits -.752 .013 -3.44* -.149
Motor vehicle insurance -.988 -.194 -3.16* -.012
New Vehicles -.740 -.033 -3.56* -.034
Other intercity transport -.347 -.316 -3.43* -.101
Services -1.02 .226 -4.04** -.018
Water and sewers -.974 .043 -3.74* -.062
Note: pt' (et) refers to the coefficient on Canadian price (exchange
rate) in the estimated cointegrating vector. / refers to the estimated
speed of convergence in the ECM. All statistics include 12 lags. * (**)
denotes significant at 10% (5%) level of significance.
the estimated coefficent on the exchange rate is significantly different from -1, and has the
wrong sign in many cases. It is difficult to explain why the estimated cointegrating vectors
are so different from the theoretical one.
Graphs of the estimated long-run relationships highlight the difference between goods
which exhibit a stable relationship, and those which do not. Figure 4-4 plots the estimated
relationship for medical care, a nontraded good. Even when a long-relation is estimated
(and not imposed), there is no tendency for this series to revert to any stable value. Compare
this with figure 4-5 which plots the estimated series for eggs, a traded good. In this case,
there is a clear tendency for the series to quickly revert to their stable secular relationship.
However, this example is the exception: most series behave like medical care. Even with
the flexibility of this approach, there is little evidence that the prices of individual goods in
the United States and Canada have a stable relationship.
For the series presented in table 4.3, there is evidence that deviations from the stable
relationship are reversed over time. However, the estimated speed of convergence is very
low. The average estimated speed of convergence is 3.2% a month, which translates into a
half-life of deviations from the long-run relationship of over 21 months. In many cases, the
estimated speed of convergence is even slower. This result highlights the difficulty of finding
evidence of PPP in the post-Bretton Woods data given the low power of cointegration tests.
Even with 26 years of monthly data, it is very hard to distinguish between a unit root process
and a mean-reverting process with high persistence.
4.5.3 Overall results
It is difficult to draw strong conculsions on the basis of many tests applied to 116 pairs
of series. To help simply the analysis, I classify the series into three categories, depending
on the extent of the evidence in favour of PPP. Table 4.4 lists the series for which there is
evidence of a stable secular relationship. For all other series, there is no evidence of PPP
in this sample. The full list of series appears in Appendix 4.7.
Most of the goods for which there is evidence of the law of one price are plausibly
tradable. For example, the law of one price seems to hold for clothing and agricultural
products, but not for nontraded items such as medical care and car repair. However,
there are many items for which the dichotomy between traded and nontraded goods does
not apply. For example, the law of one price seems to apply for water and sewerage (a
household expenditure in both CPIs), but not for coffee. And it seems to apply to new
vehicles, but not car parts (which are the largest component of US-Canada trade). The
distinction between homogeneous and heterogeneous items may be as important as the
distinction between traded and nontraded. Most of the items for which there is evidence
of PPP are homogeneous items such as eggs and gas for which quality differences across
countries are unimportant.
These results also reinforce how difficult it is to distinguish between traded and non-
traded goods. Many goods which superficially seem nontraded are actually composed of
traded gocds. And the price of many seemingly traded goods depends on the nontraded
goods used in their production (for example, part of the price of pork includes the cost of
the land on which the pigs are raised). The use of disaggregated price data allows for a
fuller examination of the law of one price, but it may still be limited by the conmingling of
traded and nontraded components within each series.
Table 4.4: Evidence of the law of one price
Imposed PPP Estimated PPP
Airline Fare Beverages
Apparel Eggs
Chicken Parts Footwear
Durables Jewelry
Eggs Men's pants
Flour Men's suits
Fuel Oil Motor vehicle insurance
Gas New vehicles
Men's pants Other intercity transport
Motor vehicle insurance Services
New vehicles Water and sewers
Potatoes
Public transportation
Sugar
Women's outerwear
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter uses price data for 116 items in the United States and Canada to see if there
is evidence of the law of one price at this disaggregated level. The law of one price should
hold for traded goods, but need not hold for nontraded goods. The data fit this general
pattern. Most of the goods for which there is evidence of PPP are traded, and most of the
goods which do not exhibit PPP are nontraded. However, there are many traded items for
which there is no evidence of PPP.
Differences in the quality of goods in the two countries may help explain this result.
It will be difficult to find evidence of the law of one price if these quality differences are
important and change over time. Indeed, the items for which there is evidence of PPP are
largely homogeneous.
In all cases, the estimated speed of convergence to a long-run relationship is quite slow.
Deviations from the law of one price can last for many years. Since the econometric tech-
niques used in this chapter have low power, it is difficult to distinguish between permanent
deviations from PPP, and slowly-reverting processes. Even at this level of disaggregation,
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Figure 4-1: US-Canada nominal exchange rate
the prices of goods in large trading partners like the United States and Canada do not
appear to be tightly linked.
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4.7 Appendix
Table 4.5: Results
series
Airline fare
Alcohol at home
Alcohol away from home
Alcoholic beverages
All
All less energy
All less food
All less food and energy
All less shelter
Apparel
Apparel less footwear
Apples
Audio equipment
Bacon
Bakery
Bananas
Beer at home
Beverages
Breakfast cereal
Butter
Cable TV
Cereal
Cereal and bakery
Cheese
Chicken parts
Coffee
College tuition
Commodities
Commodities less food
Cookies
Cosmetics
Dairy
Dental services
Durables
Eggs
Electricity
Energy
T
298
233
233
298
298
298
298
298
158
298
191
298
157
157
242
298
298
298
242
298
170
157
298
157
242
233
242
298
298
157
233
298
298
298
298
298
298
s for all series
P t-st
-0.062 -2.0
-0.015 -1.8
-0.012 -1.0
-0.011 -1.4
-0.012 -1.3
-0.009 -1.1
-0.013 -1.6
-0.010 -1.4
-0.018 -1.4
-0.042 -2.5
-0.036 -1.9
-0.014 -0.5
-0.012 -0.8
-0.013 -0.7
0.007 0.70
0.014 0.57
-0.007 -1.1c
-0.026 -2.4
-0.033 -1.6C
-0.013 -1.13
-0.014 -0.75
-0.014 -0.9:
-0.004 -0.41
-0.005 -0.21
-0.051 -1.58
-0.009 -0.76
-0.033 -2.13
-0.018 -1.58
-0.021 -2.13
-0.011 -0.75
-0.005 -0.46
-0.017 -1.69
-0.001 -0.10
-0.022 -2.60
-0.132 -2.93
-0.021 -2.03
-0.018 -1.86
tat
)4
16
)6
[7
18
D5
i5
4
3
3
4
8
9
8
9
7
6
3
3
I
8
6
3
8
3
5
i
T(5 - 1)
-18.4
-3.51
-2.83
-3.17
-3.45
-2.61
-3.79
-2.89
-2.77
-12.6
-6.90
-4.12
-1.81
-2.01
1.80
4.30
-2.03
-7.65
-8.03
-3.73
-2.44
-2.16
-1.21
-0.71
-12.2
-2.12
-8.00
-5.39
-6.28
-1.60
-1.25
-5.19
-0.23
-6.68
-39.3
-6.31
-5.37
series T t-stat T(j - 1)
Eye care 134 -0.008 -0.75 -1.02
Fats and oils 233 -0.022 -1.27 -5.07
Fish 157 -0.012 -0.69 -1.81
Flour 242 -0.039 -3.19 -9.50
Food 298 -0.006 -0.46 -1.67
Food away from home 298 -0.022 -2.30 -6.68
Footwear 298 -0.035 -2.31 -10.4
Fresh fruits 298 0.019 1.64 5.52
Frozen vegetables 157 -0.007 -0.53 -1.12
Fuel oil 298 -0.067 -1.73 -19.8
Fuels 298 -0.020 -1.84 -5.82
Furniture 298 -0.021 -1.76 -6.32
Gas 298 -0.073 -3.08 -21.8
Gasoline 298 -0.020 -1.92 -5.91
Hotels 298 -0.010 -1.29 -2.83
Household operations 233 -0.022 -1.89 -5.20
Ice cream 242 0.0004 0.02 0.08
Intracity Transportation 241 -0.028 -1.92 -6.75
Jewelry 134 -0.009 -0.68 -1.15
Laundry equipment 157 -0.026 -1.93 -4.09
Lettuce 298 0.065 2.34 19.4
Local telephone 242 -0.004 -0.86 -1.07
Margarine 298 -0.021 -1.19 -6.19
Meats 233 -0.011 -0.72 -2.55
Medical care 298 -0.003 -0.70 -0.93
Medical care commodities 157 -0.008 -0.96 -1.33
Medical care services 157 0.002 0.232 0.28
Men's apparel 191 -0.034 -1.90 -6.46
Men's pants 242 -0.067 -2.51 -16.3
Men's suits 241 -0.040 -1.77 -9.76
Milk 298 -0.020 -1.84 -6.00
Motor vehicle insurance 298 -0.032 -2.80 -9.48
Motor vehicle parts 157 -0.027 -1.94 -4.21
Motor vehicle repair 233 -0.018 -1.52 -4.18
New Vehicles 298 -0.049 -2.88 -14.6
Nondurables 298 -0.014 -1.42 -4.30
Nondurables less food 298 -0.012 -1.69 -3.68
Nonprescription drugs 134 -0.014 -1.12 -1.91
Oranges 298 -0.0003 -0.025 -.09
series T p3 t-stat T(1 - 1)
Other bakery 157 0.010 0.61 1.56
Other foods 233 -0.011 -0.99 -2.54
Other intercity transport 157 -0.023 -1.94 -3.59
Other meats 157 -0.029 -1.41 -4.59
Other vegetables 157 0.037 1.72 5.85
Personal care 298 -0.014 -1.53 -4.18
Personal care products 298 -0.011 -1.60 -3.15
Personal care services 298 -0.026 -2.27 -7.86
Pet products 157 -0.018 -1.44 -2.90
Pork 233 0.001 0.059 0.323
Postage 298 -0.020 -1.53 -5.84
Potatoes 298 -0.052 -1.74 -15.6
Poultry 298 -0.035 -1.75 -10.3
Prepared foods 233 -0.005 -0.28 -1.09
Prescription drugs 157 -0.002 -0.28 -0.38
Private Transportation 298 -0.031 -2.47 -9.23
Public Transportation 298 -0.047 -2.09 -13.9
Rent 298 -0.007 -0.62 -2.23
Rice and pasta 233 -0.020 -1.1, -4.76
Services 298 -0.008 -1.45 -2.44
Services less rent 182 -0.025 -1.88 -4.52
Shelter 233 -0.008 -0.85 -1.83
Soups 233 -0.013 -1.19 -2.97
Spices 233 -0.009 -0.99 -2.04
Spirits at home 241 -0.019 -1.97 -4.61
Sporting goods 233 -0.027 -1.34 -6.29
Sports vehicles 233 -0.015 -1.60 -3.44
Sugar 298 -0.030 -2.66 -8.82
Tobacco products 298 -0.009 -0.74 -2.59
Tomatoes 298 0.021 0.84 6.30
Toys 157 -0.025 -1.57 -3.90
Transportation 298 -0.032 -2.54 -9.44
Vegetables 298 0.020 1.16 5.92
Watches 134 -0.007 -0.34 -0.97
Water and sewers 298 -0.019 -1.82 -5.53
Wine at home 298 -0.014 -1.99 -4.15
Women's apparel 191 -0.039 -1.83 -7.36
Women's dresses 298 -0.008 -0.61 -2.26
Women's footwear 242 -0.034 -2.47 -8.28
series T
Women's outerwear 246 -0.060 -2.93 -14.8
Note: T is the number of observations. 3 refers to the estimated
speed of reversion to PPP. t-stat refers to the ADF statistic
based on the significance of 1 T(A- 1) refers to the ADF statistic
based on the implied autoregressive coefficient. * (**) denotes
significant at the 10% (5%) level.
100
t-stat p( -1
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